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Abstract
Understanding the evolution and organization of the genomic functional elements is one of
the most important goals of genomic studies. The complexity of the functional information
encoded in the genome sequences and the variabilities of the manners of encoding the
information make it a very challenging task. Nucleotides mutations and genome-wide re-
arrangements bring additional great challenges in identification and understanding of the
functional elements in the genome.
On the other hand, due to natural selection, functional sequences tend to evolve at
a slower rate than non-functional sequences. Therefore, the conservation pattern across
species often indicates where functional sequences are located. With the increasing num-
ber of species being sequenced, comparative genomes, which compares the sequences from
multiple species at varying evolutionary distances, has now merged as a very powerful ap-
proach for identifying variety types of functional elements, such as protein coding genes,
transcriptional regulatory sequences, and non-coding RNA genes.
This dissertation research has been focused on two grand challenges of genomics: (i)
to decode cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), non-coding DNA sequences controlling gene
expression; and (ii) to discover gene groups that are functionally related. For both lines
of work, the key idea is to leverage the power of comparative genomics in decoding the
genomic information.
The first part of this thesis developed a probabilistic framework for CRM prediction.
This framework is based on a probabilistic model of CRM evolution, which captures the
content feature of regulatory sequences as well as their dynamic process of evolution. This
model advances the previous models by dealing with the inherent uncertainties of tran-
scription factor binding site (TFBS) annotations in a probabilistic framework, as partially
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conserved binding site has been recognized as an important aspect of regulatory sequence
evolution. we explicitly model the two stochastic process of loss of existing TFBSs and
TFBS gain from background nucleotides, to leverage the power of comparative genomics
for CRM prediction, while at the same time utilize the information of this lineage-specific
pattern.
The second part of this thesis focuses on discovering functionally related gene groups.
Understanding how genes are organized in the genomes and what information is encoded
in genomic contexts is one of the fundamental problems in genomics. During evolution,
the gene order is generally not well conserved because of the rapid rearrangement events
that reshuﬄe genomes. On the other hand, functionally related genes may be constrained
to remain close to each other due to natural selection, forming so called conserved gene
clusters. Conservation of spatial organization of genes provides an important source of in-
formation that is orthogonal to primary sequences of genes and thus could be exploited
to supplement our existing genomic analysis tools. In this thesis, we developed a highly
efficient algorithm to discover conserved gene clusters across multiple genomes. These gene
clusters are likely under some evolutionary constraint and indicate functional relationship
among the genes within a cluster. Our algorithm advances existing work by allowing genes
in the clusters to appear in different orders and at the same time making the computation
orders of magnitude faster. This allows us to detect conserved gene clusters under flexible
evolutionary constraints in a large number of genomes. In addition, we developed a statisti-
cal evaluation method, which incorporates the evolutionary relationship among genomes, a
key aspect that has been missing in most previous studies. The combined algorithmic and
statistical methods provide a rigorous framework for systematically studying evolutionary
constraints of genomic contexts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation research aims to leverage the power of comparative genomics in solving
two important tasks in genomics: (i) to decode the cis-regulatory sequence; and (ii) to
discover gene groups that are functionally related. Because functional elements of the
genome are evolutionarily more constrained than non-functional sequences, the conservation
pattern across species indicates where functional sequences are located. Comparing many
related genomes should, in principle, lead to increased discovery power, but at the same
time pose new challenges. First, because of the absence of functional elements in some
lineages, due to sequencing or assembly errors, alignment artifacts, and from gain or loss of
the functional instances in individual species, how to accurately quantify the conservation
pattern of functional elements is a difficult problem. Second, high computational complexity
for comparing large number of species often makes the task computationally intractable. In
the following sections, we discussed each of the two tasks and its key challenges in detail.
1.1 cis-Regulatory module prediction using stochastic
evolutionary models
In a cell, gene transcription is mediated by hundreds of transcription factors (TFs) binding
in a sequence specific manner throughout the non-protein-coding regions of the genomes.
The complex network of regulatory interactions is a key mechanism that directs cells to
perform their proper functions. A TF generally recognize only a specific set of short, de-
generate DNA sequences, often represented by a position weight matrix (PWM) [108]. In
higher organisms, the binding sites of multiple TFs (or TFBSs) often form spatial clusters,
called cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), and work together to drive expression of target genes
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[49]. Because of the fundamental importance of CRMs, to identify the position of CRMs in
genomes is often the first step in understanding the intricate regulatory mechanism under-
lying a biological process. Unlike coding sequences, regulatory elements do not have simple
structural rules. The identification of individual binding sites itself is very hard. The lack
of understanding the rules governing transcription factor binding or combinatorial interac-
tions between factors makes automatic recognition of cis-regulatory sequences a challenging
problem.
Experimental determination of functional regulatory sequences is often expensive, in-
volving creating transgenetic animals for reporter gene assays or more recently high through-
put methods such as ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq. While not being able to replace in vivo exper-
imental methods, computational analysis plays an extremely important role in regulatory
genomics for several reasons. First, the computational analysis only requires binding speci-
ficities of a set of TFs, which can be generally obtained from curated collections. Further-
more, there have been systematic efforts of mapping binding specificities of all TFs in model
organisms, which will greatly empower the computational methods. Second, comparative
genomic analysis could greatly improve the computational predictions, as the conservation
pattern of sites is a very strong signal of biological functions. It has been demonstrated that
comparative methods could achieve accuracy that is comparable to experimental methods
[57, 107]. Third, ChIP-based experimental methods can be used to identify target sequences
of a TF, but this is applicable only when the TFs relevant to the process of interest are
known. When this is not the case, computational analysis could automatically search and
score a large number of TFs and reveal candidate TFs. Finally, there are many situations
where experimental methods are simply not available, for instance, the antibody to the TF
of interest may not be specific enough. The goal of our study is to optimize the computa-
tional methods for reconstructing cis-regulatory programs, especially for higher organisms.
Computationally, cis-regulatory sequence analysis is often formulated as one of the two
problems [81]. In the first problem, the goal is to predict sequences that are recognized
by a given set of TFs, represented by a set of PWMs (or motifs as commonly called). We
call this the CRM prediction problem. In the second problem, one is given a set of genes
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sharing similar expression patterns, thus likely being regulated by the same TFs. The goal
is to identify the regulating factors and the regulatory sequences near each gene that are
recognized by these factors. We call this the motif detection problem (TFs and motifs are
interchangeable in our discussions, as the binding specificity of one TF is represented by
one motif). For the second problem, we are interested in the settings where a library of TF
motifs is available, we call this the “motif selection” problem. The de novo algorithms for
predicting enriched motifs in a set of genes exist, but generally these methods cannot handle
the cases where the regulatory sequences are located far from the promoters, situations that
are very common in higher organisms.
There have been a great number of attempts at predicting regulatory sequences from a
set of given motifs. The prediction of single binding sites of a TF follows the biophysical
theory of TF-DNA interaction [9, 109]. Simply speaking, the matching of a site to the
PWM of the motif is assessed by some form of likelihood-ratio test, which is closely related
to the free energy of binding (see Chapter 2.1). Unfortunately, this approach of predicting
binding targets of a TF in higher organisms (where the target sequences are often outside
promoter regions) lead to very high false positive rates. There are two ideas, orthogonal
to each other, that improve the accuracy of prediction. The first is to utilize the spatial
clustering of multiple binding sites, of the same or different factors, in a true CRM, and the
second is to limit to the sites that are evolutionarily constrained across genomes. Ideally,
the two approaches should be combined to maximize the predictive power. A few methods
pursued in this direction have demonstrated the effectiveness of this combination. To fully
realize the promise of this combined strategy, however, one still needs to overcome some
major methodological challenges. The several methods that our group recently developed
are only able to perform pairwise genome comparison (Stubb, Morph, EMMA), while the
few methods exploiting the conservation across multiple genomes make the assumption that
a TFBS is always conserved across all species being analyzed. This last assumption is clearly
inconsistent with the growing evidence of evolutionary changes of functional binding sites
even in relatively close genomes [22, 76, 14]. Therefore, a computational method capable of
using information in multiple genomes while dealing with the complex evolutionary patterns
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of binding sites is still lacking.
This research developed a probabilistic framework, STEMMA, to solve the two problems
of cis-regulatory analysis. STEMMA explicitly models the content feature of regulatory se-
quences as well as their dynamic process of evolution. The idea is to integrate both types of
knowledge into one unified framework, so that they can mutually reinforce each other. Al-
though comparing related genomes should, in principle, lead to increased discovery power,
it also poses new challenges in accurately quantifying the lineage specific sequence conser-
vation, which might simply due to sequencing or assembly errors or alignment artifacts.
Previous methods have not developed a principled model to tackle these challenges. In
particular, STEMMA is a stochastic evolutionary model that allows TFBSs in a multiple
alignment to be lost or born in some linages. By conjoining with a HMM model that guards
the spatial clustering of functional TFBSs within CRMs, we defined a stochastic generative
model of phylogenetically related CRMs sequences that considers both the lineage specific
evolutionary history of TFBSs, and coupling of evolutionary constraints of different sites
based on the spatial clustering of motifs within CRMs.
1.2 Identification of conserved gene clusters
An important part of the field of comparative genomics is the utilization of the information
contained in the spatial organization of the genomes to infer the underlying biological pro-
cesses [93]. During evolution, the gene order is generally not well conserved because of the
rapid rearrangement events that reshuﬄe genomes [77, 51]. In particular, if a group of genes
remain physically close to each other in multiple genomes, forming so called conserved gene
clusters [80], most likely, they are either historically or functionally related. In prokaryotic
genomes, these gene clusters are often manifested as operons [55], genes typically involved
in the same pathways and transcribed in single units. In eukaryotic genomes, operons are
believed to be rare, but there are growing evidences that genome organization plays an
important role in determining expression patterns of genes [61, 106, 6, 7].
This conservation of spatial clustering of genes has been used to study important prob-
lems in comparative genomics, from detection of homologous region [15, 18, 39, 73, 84], to
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identification of operons [25, 95]. Because of various evolutionary processes such as genome
rearrangement, DNA duplication and loss, the sequence similarity of homologous genomic
regions generally degrades over time. Over relatively distant species, to establish homology
is thus a difficult problem. The presence of the same set of genes that remain spatially
clustered in multiple genomes provides strong evidence that these regions are homologous
to each other [15, 18, 39, 73, 84]. Another important application of spatial clustering of
genes is the inference of the functional gene groups. If some group of genes “survives” over
very long time of the genome rearrangement processes that constantly disrupt the order
and spatial neighborhood of genes, there is a strong indication that this group of genes is
under some functional constraint that keeps them together. Indeed, various studies have
confirmed that many such spatially conserved clusters in prokaryotic genomes correspond
to known operons [25, 95].
While the intuition of conserved spatial clustering of genes is straightforward, there
are different ways of defining and identifying these gene clusters. The relevant biological
observation is: even for genuine homologous regions or functionally constrained groups, the
internal order of genes may not be fully conserved. This is an important consideration when
developing a model and algorithm. In practice, the idea of “max-gap clusters” has emerged
as the most popular definition of the conserved spatial clustering of genes [48]. Typically,
these methods first find gene pairs that are close to each other in multiple genomes, and
repeatedly merge such conserved gene pairs to form larger clusters. The “closeness” is often
defined via some threshold of the distance between any two adjacent genes, hence giving
the name max-gap clusters. As most empirical studies did not define the objects of the
algorithms precisely, the correctness or completeness of the algorithms is hard to verify. As
we see in previous studies, the greedy nature of these algorithms will make them sometimes
fail to accommodate the change of gene order, which the algorithms are supposed to capture.
A series of papers formulated the notion of max-gap clusters as a “gene teams” model, and
developed algorithms that can provably identify all the gene teams [11, 45]. Intuitively,
the gene teams are groups of homologous genes that form chains (the distance between
any adjacent pair is less than a gap threshold) in two or more genomes, regardless of their
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relative order.
We adopted the gene teams as our formal definition of max-gap clusters. We first
developed a very efficient algorithm for two-species comparison [45, 63]. later extended
it for analysis of an arbitrary number of genomes. The greatly improved computational
power thus allows us to do a large-scale discovery of conserved gene clusters with flexible
evolutionary constraints.
Another important issue is the evaluation of the statistical significance of the results.
One could imagine that even in the absence of homologous relations or functional con-
straints, a group of genes may be located together simply due to chance. It is also impor-
tant to distinguish “phylogenetic inertia”, conservation of gene clustering due to inadequate
time of reshuﬄing genomes, from true evolutionary constraint because only the later pro-
vides functional information [93]. Thus, a conservation measure taking into account this
distinction is important. We borrowed the notion of branch length score (BLS) from the
study of regulatory elements [57] to quantify the evolutionary constraint of gene clusters,
taking into account the phylogenetic tree structure of species. In the studying of applying
this approach to more than 100 bacterial genomes, we predicted a large set of conserved
gene clusters and made some interesting observations regarding the function and evolution
of these clusters.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, I will introduce some background materials, covering the aspects of proba-
bilistic models of regulatory sequence and its evolution for the problem of CRM prediction,
and the notion of conserved gene clusters as well as the gene team model used in discovering
evolutionary constrained gene groups.
2.1 The PWM representation of motifs
Given a collection of regulatory sites, one would like to obtain a probabilistic model to
represent the specificity of the DNA-binding protein directly from that sample of sites.
With such a model, we can then compute the probability of a specific sequence being
bound by this protein. Position weight matrix (PWM) [109, 108] are probably the most
commonly used representation of regulatory sites. Suppose that we are given an aligned set
of sequences {Si}i, which are known as regulatory sites for the transcription factor (TF).
This collection of known sites can be summarized in the table of frequencies for each base
b at each position i: {f(b, j)}b,j . A PWM is essentially a matrix of score values that gives
a weighted match to any given string of fixed length. In that, an entry (b, j) is defined as:
W (b, j) = log2 f(b, j). (2.1)
Basically, it has one row for each base, and one column for each position in the pattern. The
score assigned by the PWM to a string S = S[j]Nj=1 is defined as
∑N
j=1W (S[j], j), where j
represents position in the string, S[j] is the base at position j of the string, and W (S[j], j)
is the score in row S[j], column j of the matrix.
The PWM model is actually derived under two key assumptions. First, contribu-
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tion to the binding energy from bases at different positions in the site are independent.
This basically indicated that the probability of sequence Si being bound can be defined as
p(Si) =
∏
j p(Si[j]), where j indicates different position of the sequence. Second, genomes
are treated as random samples from some probabilistic models. That is, the sequence is
generated by some probabilistic models. Let p(b, j) denote the probability of observing base
b at position j, then p(b, j) is constrained by the equation
∑
b p(b, j) = 1. That is, at any
position j, the probability of observing all possible bases should sum to 1. The above two
assumptions defines the likelihood of observing binding sequence Si as:
Pr(Si is bound) =
∏
j
p(Si[j] = b, j), s.t.
∑
b
p(b, j) = 1 (2.2)
The task is to estimate p(b, j) from the collections of observed binding sites. As the observed
binding sites are bound by the transcription factor, we can assume that each have a high
probability of binding to the protein. By Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), that is
to maximize the likelihood of binding to all of the sequences in the collection, it naturally
leads to p(b, j) = log2 f(b, j), which is essentially the PWM defined above. It is not hard
to see that the PWM score of a string can be interpreted as the log-likelihood of the string
being bound by the transcription factor represented by this PWM.
2.2 Evolutionary models of DNA sequences
Earlier approaches for motif finding all assumed that different regulatory target sequences of
a transcription factor can be considered independent samples from a PWM w. Independent
biological evidence, such as expression data and ChIP-on-chip data, have been used to collect
sequences that appear to be bound by a common regulatory factor [50, 91]. Another widely
utilized biological evidence is sets of orthologous intergenic regions from related species
[42]. As many of the regulatory sites in the ancestor genome have remained functional in
most of the descendants, orthologous regulatory regions generally contain sites for common
transcription factors. However, in contrast to the sites from a single species, these sites are
evolutionarily related, thus can not be consided as independent samples from a common
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PWM. There have been a number of different models developed describing the process from
which a DNA sequence evolves into another sequence.
2.2.1 Nucleotide substitution models
A probabilistic model of sequence evolution specifies, probabilistically, how a DNA sequence
evolves over time, and estimates the probability of sequence change during a specified time
span. DNA evolution is generally modeled as a continuous-time Markov chain of base
substitution [64]. That is, the rate of substitutions with respect to time is constant. Let
the transition matrix P (t) = {Pij(t)} denote the probability that nucleotide i will change
to nucleotide j in time t.
P (t) =


PAA(t) PAT (t) PAC(t) PAG(t)
PTA(t) PTT (t) PTC(t) PTG(t)
PCA(t) PCT (t) PCC(t) PCG(t)
PGA(t) PGT (t) PGC(t) PGG(t)


Given a stochastic variable X(t) describing the evolution of a nucleotide through time t,
the Markov assumption asserts that Pij(T ) = Pr[X(s+ T ) = j|X(s) = i] is independent of
s ≥ 0. That means the future course of evolution after time s depends only on i, disregarding
of how the process reached i by time s. Therefore, the transition matrix P (t) can be written
as
P (t+ dt) = P (t)(I +Qdt),
where dt represents a small increment of time, and I is the identity matrix. The Q is known
as the instantaneous rate matrix, which defines the instantaneous rates of replacement of
each base for each other. This equation is then solved to give P (t) = etQ. Then, the
transition probability matrix P (t) can be computed from the eigenvalues and eigenvalues of
the rate matrix Q. Existing DNA evolutionary models mostly differ in the parametrization
of the rate matrix and in the modeling of rate variation.
There have been various substitution models proposed as alternative ways of param-
eterizing Q, as evolutionary processes vary between genomes and even between different
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regions of a genome. For example, Jukes and Cantor first proposed the JC69 model [112],
which is so far the simplest substitution model, assuming equal mutation rates and equal
equilibrium frequencies for all bases.
STEMMA uses the model of Hasegawa, Kishino, and Yano [44] (the HKY85 model),
for non-functional sequence, as it is one of the simplest models but regarded as reasonably
realistic for modeling nucleotide substitution. The HKY85 model defines our evolutionary
model of background sequence by:
Q =


A T C G
A ∗ piT piC κpiG
T piA ∗ κpiC piG
C piA κpiT ∗ piG
G κpiA piT piC ∗


It uses a single parameter, κ, to represent the ratio of the rates of transitions to transversions.
piA, piT , piC , piG specify the equilibrium distribution of nucleotides (i.e., the frequencies). The
∗ symbols along the main diagonals indicate elements to be defined as qii =
∑
j qijI(i 6= j).
For example, by this model, p(A → G|t) can be computed from the entry PAG(t) in the
matrix P (t) = etQ.
2.2.2 Evolutionary models of TFBSs
In principle, we can also use the HKY85 model for evolution of regulatory sequences (i.e.,
the TFBSs), with rates much slower than the average rates of non-coding regions. However,
HKY85 model assumes that all positions in a binding site evolve independently at equal
rates, which ignores the factor that evolutionary rates within functional TFBSs are position-
specific [74].
A later model by Halpern and Bruno [38] (the HB model) aimed to associate the equi-
librium nucleotide frequencies with the position-specific evolutionary rates. It uses the
population genetics theory to derive the nucleotide substitution rates under selection. In
the HB model, the rate of change from nucleotide a to b at position i in the motif k is given
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by:
qab[i] = Qab
log W (b,i)Qba
W (a,i)Qab
1− W (a,i)Qab
W (b,i)Qba
(2.3)
Where, Q defines the substitution rate matrix of neutral sequences, which is position inde-
pendent and set equal to our background HKY85 model. Hence, Qab is the mutation rate
from a to b, representing the substitution rate of neutral sequences defined by the (a, b)
entry of Q. W (·, i) defines the equilibrium distribution of nucleotides at position i, which
is the corresponding column in the PWM of the transcription factor k. Hence, W (a, i)
describes the probability of observing base a at the position i of transcription factor k’s
TFBSs. As usual, the transition probability matrix at each position i is the exponential of
the transition rate matrix, which can be computed from the eigenvalues and eigenvalues of
the rate matrix defined by qab[i] (Equation 2.3).
2.3 cis-Regulatory modules (CRMs)
We can think of cis-regulatory elements as information processing devices hardwired into the
genomic DNA sequence, whose function is to regulate gene expression. In higher organisms,
cis-regulatory elements are often several hundred base pairs long and work in a module-
wise manner to drive expression of target genes. A sequence module that is comprised of
multiple binding sites for probably multiple transcription factors, with each specific binding
interaction having a functional meaning, is called a cis-regulatory module (CRM) [49].
Previous studies found that, on average, a CRM will have binding sites for four to eight
different transcription factors [4], and several sites may be present for some factors. A gene
receives information about when and where it is in the course of development by way of these
transcription factor binding interactions, in the form of organized arrays of transcription
factor target sites. That is, genes are regulated by interactions with multiple transcription
factors and the target sites for the transcription factors required for the control of each gene
constitute its cis-regulatory system.
One of the well characterized cis-regulatory modules is at the Drosophila gene even-
skipped (eve). As shown in Figure 2.1 [49], eve is activated in seven thin circumferential
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stripes (Figure 2.1A) in the Drosophila embryo at the early blastoderm stage. This ex-
pression pattern of eve is driven in response to the earlier established gradients of multiple
transcription factors (Figure 2.1C), including Hunchback (Hb), Kruppel (Kr), Giant (Gt),
and Bicoid (Bcd) etc.. The five cis-regulatory modules responsible for the expression of
these seven stripes have been identified (see Figure 2.1B) from previous molecular studies
[3, 27, 32, 43, 68, 103]. Among them, the eve stripe 2 module is understood in most detail.
It was found that its very precise spatial expression pattern is the result of two types of
TF inputs: two activators, Bicoid and Hunchback ; and three repressors Giant, Kruppel and
forkhead (fkh) factor Sp1. Specifically, the eve stripe 2 CRM reads cellular conditions, and
resolves the multiple inputs (i.e., the gradients of the above transcription factors as shown
in Figure 2.1C) into a single transcriptional output.
Figure 2.1: The cis-regulatory module of eve stripe 2.
(A) RNA in situ hybridization reveals the seven stripes of eve expression in the Drosophila embryo.
(B) The five cis-regulatory modules that direct eve stripe expression. Below is an expanded view
of the TFBSs in the eve stripe 2 module. The squares above the line show the location of repressor
binding sites; circles below the line mark activator binding sites. (C) A qualitative graph summarizes
the expression domains of transcription factors that are inputs to the eve stripe 2 regulatory module.
This figure is adapted from [49].
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2.4 The notion of conserved gene clusters
While the intuition of conserved spatial clustering of genes is straightforward, there are
different ways of defining and identifying these gene clusters. It is informative to examine
the problem of other existing methods to understand why a different approach is needed.
2.4.1 Limitations of previous models
Many methods for detecting conserved gene clusters start with search of gene pairs that
are close in multiple species, then merge those pairs [59, 92, 123, 126, 87]. The limitation
of this general procedure has been discussed in details in [48, 11, 63]. The main problem
is that it tolerates very few “conservative rearrangement” events within a cluster even if
the genes of this cluster overall remain close to each other. As earlier researchers pointed
out, such events are not uncommon [60, 93]. In general, each inversion creates two break
points within the cluster, and as a consequence, two gene pairs that are affected will not
remain adjacent to each other. For example, suppose we have a cluster of seven genes
involved in some pathway, and the cluster is functional as long as the seven genes are
together (consecutive) in the chromosome. Suppose two small scale inversions occur inside
the cluster: (ABCDEFG) → (AFEDCBG) → (AFCDEBG). If we follow the gene pair
merging procedure, only the cluster (CDE) will be recovered because only two pairs, (CD)
and (DE), remain adjacent. One can relax the definition of closeness for gene pairs, but then
this parameter will depend on the size of cluster (assuming micro-rearrangement can span
a whole cluster), which is not a constant and generally unknown. In the above example, we
will need to set the value of this closeness parameter at least four, i.e., allowing four gene
insertions between a pair, to recover the pair (AB), and will need even larger values for
larger clusters. To summarize, the idea of building a larger cluster from neighboring pairs
implicitly introduces strong constraint on gene order, hence limits the power of recovering
the gene clusters under selection. This is exactly what the gene team model tried to avoid by
defining max-gap cluster allowing arbitrary sequence order as long as the distance between
any adjacent pair remains small.
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2.4.2 The Gene teams model
To overcome the above problem, a series of papers formulated the notion of conserved gene
clusters as a “gene teams” model, and developed algorithms that can provably identify all
the gene teams [11, 45]. Intuitively, the gene teams are groups of homologous genes that
form chains (the distance between any adjacent pair is less than a gap threshold) in two or
more genomes, regardless of their relative order. Our definition of conserved gene cluster is
based on this gene teams model.
We term a gene and all its homologs, including its orthologs and paralogs, as a homology
family. A genome is then defined as an ordered sequence of genes where a gene is associated
with the homology family it belongs to. The distance between two genes can be defined
by either the number of intervening genes or the number of intergenic nucleotides. A gene
team defines a set of genes that remain spatially close in a given set of genomes regardless
of orders. Specifically, given two parameters minsize and maxgap and a set of genomes,
we define a set of genes as a “complete max-gap cluster” if the number of genes in this set
is no less than minsize, and in each of the input genomes, the distance between any pair of
adjacent genes in this set is always no more than maxgap. Also note that in this definition,
genes are allowed to be in either DNA strand.
A toy example for pairwise comparison is demonstrated in Figure 2.2. For simplicity,
in the figure we represent genes by their homology family IDs and omit their positional
coordinates in the genomes.
b                    d             a               c              u              v             h                    g
G1
G2
  a                       b                   c          d              e              f                  g                    h
Figure 2.2: An example max-gap gene cluster in two genomes.
Two example genomes G1 = {abcdefgh} and G2 = {bdacuvhg}, where a, b, . . . v are genes. Measured
by gene insertions, the distance between a and b on G1 is 0, but 1 on G2. The maximal distance
between any adjacent pair of members of the group of 4 genes: {a, b, c, d} is 0 in both G1 and G2.
Given the threshold maxgap = 0 and minsize = 2, the gene set {a, b, c, d} qualifies as a complete
max-gap gene cluster with respect to genome G1 and G2, while its subsets (e.g., {a, b}, {b, c}, {c, d})
are not.
When performing a large scale study on many genomes, we relax the conservation con-
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straint so that a cluster does not have to be conserved in all input genomes. Given the
parameter minsupp, we will call a set of genes a “frequent max-gap cluster” if it occurs in
at least minsupp genomes as a complete max-gap cluster. For convenience, we will also call
a genome where a cluster actually appears subject to the proximity constraint, as a sup-
porting genome of this cluster. Given N genomes, the goal is to find all frequent max-gap
gene clusters with respect to given parameters maxgap, minsize and minsupp.
We also note that the basic unit in our framework, for which clustering is defined, may
be a gene, a domain [82], a homologous sequence anchor [63], or even a functional sequence
element such as a transcription factor binding site. This generality is one advantage of our
framework because the same algorithm can be applied to all these cases without change. In
the following we assume that basic units are genes. We also assume that homology of genes
has already been given, yet the algorithm itself is independent of the method used to infer
homology.
2.4.3 Formal notations
A genome G is defined as an ordered sequence of genes gi = 〈ID,START,END〉 (i =
1, 2, . . . ,), where START and END are the start and end coordinates of gi (START ≤
END), and ID is the identity of the homology family that gi belongs to. Genes with the
same ID are considered homologous to each other. G is sorted such that for every pair of
gi and gj (i < j), gi.START ≤ gj .START. In general, the start and end coordinates can be
assigned in two ways: using gene index coordinate or base pair coordinate. In gene index
coordinate, gi.START = ei.END = i, and in base pair coordinate, gi.START and gi.END
are the base pair (bp) positions on the genome. The distance between gi and gj is defined
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as:
distance(gi, gj)
=


0 if gi and gj overlap
gi.START− gj .END− 1 if gi.START > gj .END
gj .START− gi.END− 1 if gj .START > gi.END
Note that genes could overlap or completely cover other genes. This is true for anchors of
nested genes. Therefore, although gi’s are sorted by start positions, their end positions may
not in ascending order.
Given a genome G = {gi}, let S = {gi1 , gi2 , . . . , gik} ⊆ G, (i1 < i2 < . . . < ik) be a
subset of genes, and let S.ID = {gi1 .ID, . . . , gik .ID}, S.START = gi1 .START, and S.END =
maxj=1,...,k{gij .END}. A subset is further characterized by two important parameters: gap
and size. The gap of S is the size of the maximal uncovered region between S.START and
S.END, which can be computed by
S.GAP = max
j=2,...,k
{ min
p=1,...,j−1
{distance(gip , gij}}
We define the size of S, denoted as S.SIZE as the number of shared homologous genes. Also
for simplicity, we say gi = gj , if gi.ID = gj .ID.
Definition 1. Complete max-gap gene clusters
Given M(≥ 2) genomes Gi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M), and thresholds maxgap and minsize, M
subsets Si ⊆ Gi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M) form a valid gene cluster GC = {S1, S2, . . . , SM} if:
(1) S1.ID = S2.ID = . . . = SM .ID;
(2) Si.GAP ≤ maxgap for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,M ;
(3) Si.SIZE ≥ minsize for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
A valid gene cluster is called complete max-gap gene cluster if there do not exist larger
subsets S′i (S
′
i ⊇ Si, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M) that also form a valid gene cluster.
In the toy example in Figure 2.2, the distance between a and b on G1 is 0, but 1
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on G2. S1 = {a, b, c, d} ⊂ G1 is a subset with S1.GAP = 0 and S1.SIZE = 4. S1 and
S2 = {b, d, a, c} ⊂ G2 form a valid max-gap cluster with respect to maxgap = 0 and
minsize = 2.
Definition 2. Frequent max-gap gene clusters
GivenN(≥ 2) genomesGn (n = 1, 2, . . . , N), and thresholdsmaxgap,minsize andminsupp,
M(≤ N) subsets Si ⊆ G′i (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , and {G′1, G′2, . . . , G′M} ⊆ {G1, G2, . . . , GN}) form
a frequent max-gap gene cluster GC = {S1, S2, . . . , SM} if:
(1) M ≥ minsupp;
(2) GC = {S1, S2, . . . , SM} is a complete max-gap gene cluster with respect to the M
genomes {G′1, G′2, . . . , G′M}.
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Chapter 3
cis-Regulatory Module Prediction
Using Stochastic Evolutionary
Models
This research developed computational methods for the task of cis-regulatory sequence
analysis. The heart of our approach is a probabilistic method for predicting CRMs, which
we call STEMMA (STochastic Evolutionary Model for cis-regulatory Module Analysis).
Under STEMMA, the two ideas of predicting CRMs, spatial clustering and conservation of
TFBSs, are naturally integrated. A regulatory sequence should statistically contain more
binding sites, and the binding sites tend to be more conserved than background. STEMMA
incorporates both features by explicitly modeling the content of regulatory sequences as well
as their dynamic process of evolution. In the spatial domain, STEMMA assumes a HMM
structure which models the distribution and density of TFBSs. In the temporal domain,
each nucleotide or binding site evolves following an appropriate evolutionary model. The
basic idea of our evolutionary model of binding sites is: a functional site evolves under
selective constraints (described by a population genetic model [38]); if the functional con-
straint disappears, the site evolves under a neutral model. The switching between function
and non-functional sites follows another stochastic process, effectively a two-state Markov
chain. This model permits sites to be gained or lost, an important aspect of binding site
evolution that has been clearly demonstrated in empirical studies [21, 76]. Furthermore,
when comparing multiple genomes, sequencing or assembly errors and alignment artifacts,
may create the false appearance of lack of conservation of functional binding sites, and our
model automatically reduces the impact of such errors since partially conserved binding
sites may be recovered. The underlying probabilistic model of STEMMA better handles
the uncertainty of statistical inference. For instance, when scoring a CRM sequence, the po-
sitions of individual binding sites are not fixed; instead, they are treated as hidden variables
and statistically summed out. Furthermore, the model parameters are intuitively related
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to general characteristics of TFBSs and CRMs, for example, the density of sites and the
gain and loss rates, and thus easy to interpret. This enables biologists to easily set the
parameter values according to their prior knowledge. Taking advantage of these features
of STEMMA, we were able to build enrichment tests of motifs in sets of related genes,
covering surrounding regions of 10 to 20k base pairs, greatly exceeding the search space of
most existing methods. Specifically, we identify all putative target sequences of a motif in
the neighboring region of any gene. If there are significantly more genes that contain some
target sequences of a motif than by chance, we say this motif is enriched in this set of genes.
To summarize, STEMMA offers a rigorous statistical model to simultaneously quantify
the evolutionary conservation of regulatory sequences and the spatial clustering of TFBSs.
Because STEMMA models the evolutionary turnover of TFBSs, the partially conserved
sites, either due to real evolutionary changes or due to sequencing or alignment errors, can
be recovered. This greatly improves existing methods for utilizing conservation patterns in
multiple genomes. We compare STEMMA with various representative competing methods,
including Lever (PhylCRM), Cluster-Buster, CisModule, Stubb etc., for prediction of TF
target sequences, as well as the ability of selecting enriched motifs in a set of genes from a
motif dictionary. We show that STEMMA outperforms the other methods on both tasks.
3.1 Related work
Computational analysis of cis-regulatory modules is often formulated as one of the two
problems: (i) CRM prediction, that is to predict sequences that are recognized by a given
set of TFs; and (ii) motif detection, that is to identify the regulating factors and their
regulatory sequences near the gene which share similar expression patterns. The second
problem are generally tackled by either de novo motif finding, or motif selection that is to
identify the relevant motifs under the settings where a library of TF motifs is available.
We first discuss related methods on computational prediction of CRMs (our first prob-
lem). These methods have exploited two ideas, often separately: clustering of transcription
factor binding sites and conservation of TFBSs across multiple genomes. A simple way
of scoring clustering of putative binding sites is to simply count the presence motif “hits”
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within a sequence window and compare that with the expected number if the motif oc-
curs by chance. This idea is the basis of a number of statistical methods [13, 90, 72, 114].
Other methods employed probabilistic models, often in the form of Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), to detect cluster of binding sites, including Ahab [88], Stubb [102], COMET [31]
and Cluster-Buster [30]. To reduce false positive rates, a number of computational methods
used the cross-species conservation to predict regulatory elements, as functional elements
are typically under negative selection during evolution [75, 66, 98].
Further developments integrate binding site conservation and clustering for prediction
of CRMs. Because of the ease of analysis, most of these methods were designed for pairwise
genome comparison only, including EEL [37], SimAnn [5], CONREAL [8] and those devel-
oped recently in our group, Stubb [102], MORPH [101] and Emma [46]. Only a few recent
methods provide general solutions for analysis using an arbitrary number of species, Evo-
Promoter [122], PhyloGibbsMP [97] and PhylCRM [118]. However, none of these methods
explicitly treat binding site gains and losses. Therefore, the information encoded in often
complex, lineage-specific patterns of sequences cannot be fully utilized. This limitation was
demonstrated in the computational experiments in the PhyloGibbsMP study, where the
power of analysis for cis-regulatory sequence analysis using four Drosophila species is not
as good as the analysis using only two species (a subset of the four species) [97].
We next discuss methods for motif detection in a set of sequences. This is an extensively
studied topic and we refer the readers to recent dedicated reviews, for example [41, 65]. The
general idea of solving the motif detection problem is that the relevant motifs should be
overrepresented in the putative regulatory regions of the genes sharing similar expression
patterns. The over-representation of a motif can be assessed by counting its presence in the
sequences, in comparison with the number expected by chance. In the case of de novo motif
finding, where no external library of TF motifs is assumed, the over-representation analysis
is often done implicitly by computing the likelihood of data under different models. As we
discussed earlier, a motif may simply occur by chance in a test sequence if the sequence
is long enough. Thus, the application of almost all motif detection programs (both de
novo methods and those using motif libraries) is limited to relatively short sequences (per
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gene), ranging from a few hundred to one to two thousand base pairs, corresponding to the
length of promoters. In contrast, the regulatory regions of higher organisms such as fruit
fly and mouse are often located far from the promoter regions. But searching such long
regions, of thousands or tens of thousands of base pairs, greatly exceed the capability of
most current methods for motif detection. Most methods assume implicitly that the input
sequences are short, generally less than one or two thousand base pairs (typically they are
applied to promoter sequences, which are less than 1k in yeast, and taken to be about 2k
in higher organisms in practice). To predict motifs and CRMs in higher organisms, one
needs to consider the extra complexity that only a small fraction of input sequences are
probably regulatory and the positions of these sequences are unknown. Only a few methods
aim to attack this problem, including CisModule [127], EMCModule [34], PhyloGibbsMP
and Lever [118]. At the methodological side, only PhyloGibbsMP and Lever utilize cross-
species conservation to further boost the computational power, but neither of them deal
with the problem of binding site turnover, as we explained before. In the practical side, the
computational effectiveness of these methods in realistic biological settings have not been
carefully studied. Indeed, except Lever, none of these methods have been tested under the
setting where the input sequences could be tens of thousands of base pair long.
Because the programs PhylCRM and Lever (released as a single package of cis-regulatory
sequence analysis) share similar aims and some features as ours, it is worthwhile to point
out the similarity and differences here. Briefly speaking, PhylCRM is the CRM prediction
program and Lever is used for motif selection. PhylCRM computes the conservation score
of any individual site and scores a sequence window (typically a few hundred bps, corre-
sponding to the length of a CRM) as the sum of conservation scores of all sites within this
window. In this way, both conservation and spatial clustering of binding sites are incorpo-
rated into the final scoring scheme for CRMs. Lever then assesses the enrichment of every
motif with respect to a cluster of genes using PhylCRM scores, in a manner similar to our
procedure (see Introduction). Despite that our method and PhylCRM-Lever are related,
there are important methodological differences. First, we explicitly treat the gain and loss
of binding sites, a feature that is biologically important and may allow us to more effectively
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discover partially conserved binding sites. We show later that this is indeed the case when
analyzing Drosophila multi-species data. This also takes care of minor alignment errors
much better than a MONKEY model [75] based approach (used in PhylCRM). Secondly,
we use the HMM structure to capture the spatial aspect of CRM, and this offers several
benefits including the statistical summation of binding sites positions as hidden variables
and automatic handling of overlapped binding sites. Finally, our method is based on a
complete probabilistic generative model of sequences. Such probabilistic models have been
widely used and are believed to be statistically superior than heuristic methods in compar-
ative genomics and molecular evolution, most commonly, in reconstruction of phylogenetic
trees and prediction of natural selection on protein or DNA sequences [125, 99].
We also notice that our TFBS evolutionary model bears some similarity with CSMET
[89]. In CSMET, binding site evolution follows a two-level model, first the functional state
(yes or no) evolves according to a Jukes-Cantor model [112] (a model of DNA substitution)
and the DNA sequences evolve according to another standard DNA substitution model.
While the idea of separating evolution of function state and nucleotide sequences is shared by
two methods, the actual implementation and the application scenarios are vastly different.
Most importantly, CSMET is only applied to the case where one needs to identify TFBSs
within a known CRM. But as we explained in Introduction, the more biological relevant
question is to predict CRMs in large genomic regions and to detect motifs in sets of related
genes. A CRM is a much more relevant functional unit than a single TFBS, biologically
speaking. It is not clear how CSMET can be applied to these scenarios, and we believe
this is the biggest weakness of CSMET. In addition, CSMET has a number of important
limitations:
• Binding site gain and loss are two separate processes: loss happens on existing func-
tional sites while gain happens on current background sequences [76]. Thus a model
should define two separate processes on two types of sequences and use a different
rate for each process. This distinction is not made in CSMET. By using Jukes-Cantor
model, the gain and loss rates are equal under CSMET, which is clearly disconnected
from biological reality.
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• Because the model parameters do not have ready biological interpretations, CSMET
requires training sequences in the form of annotated alignment of CRMs (the positions
of all individual binding sites). This form of training data is generally not available.
• There are several other technical deficiencies of CSMET, some of which acknowledged
by the authors themselves. These include: only one type of motif is allowed in a CRM,
clearly an artificial constraint; there can only be deletions but not insertions with a
binding site block.
3.2 STEMMA: stochastic evolutionary models of
cis-regulatory modules
STEMMA is a probabilistic model capturing both the clustering of transcription factor
binding sites (TFBSs) and the evolutionary process of TFBSs across multiple genomes. It
essentially models a comprehensive probabilistic process that generates the CRM sequences
in multiple species. It aims to solve the problems of CRM prediction and deals with the
inherent uncertainties of binding site annotations in a probabilistic framework. Comparing
with previous methods, this model integrates both the content feature and the evolution
feature in a single probabilistic framework. This principled framework enables effectively
taking advantage of all the evidence. The idea is to leverage the power of comparative
genomics for CRM prediction while at the same time utilizing the information of this lineage-
specific pattern.
One of its particularly novel aspects is to explicitly model the two stochastic processes
of loss of existing TFBSs and TFBS gain from background nucleotides, in order to identify
even partially conserved binding sites. This has been recognized as an important aspect
of regulatory sequence evolution. Also, in STEMMA model, the gain and loss rates are
related by the equilibrium density of TFBSs, which determines the transition probability
of the HMM for TFBS clusters.
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Figure 3.1: The generative model of STEMMA
3.2.1 Overview of the STEMMA model
STEMMA describes a comprehensive probabilistic process that generates the CRM se-
quences in multiple species (Figure 3.1). It starts with sampling the ancestral sequence
with some TFBSs, using HMM. The ancestral sequence then evolves along each branch un-
der the evolutionary model. In some branches, the binding sites may be fully conserved; in
other ones, there may be binding site loss and gain. In the end, we observed multiple align-
ments of CRM sequences that are enriched with binding sites and the sites are conserved
to different degrees.
Particularly, the known sequence specificity for a transcription factor, i.e., the PWMs,
are used to compare the likelihood for the sequences under two evolutionary models, the
background model versus the TFBS model which is a specific probabilistic evolutionary
model for the binding sites of each transcription factor. There are two processes determining
the presence of the TFBSs in the aligned multiple sequences. (i) The Poisson process models
the binding site loss and gain with constant rates for binding sites of each transcription
factor; (ii) The Halpern-Bruno (HB) model models the conservation of TBFSs that were
under selection to remain as binding sites throughout the evolutionary history of some of
the species being studied. For example, an existing binding site will remain as a binding site
in some descendant sequences with certain probability under the Poisson process, and its
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sequence could evolve to another instance of the TFBS under the HB model in a descendant
sequence. Or, the ancestral binding site might be lost in some descendants based on the
Poisson process, and its sequence could evolve neutrally to be as background sequences there.
Similarly, a block of background sequences can evolve to be TFBSs in some descendants,
and modeled a gain of TFBS by the Poisson process. This explicit model of binding site
gain and loss integrates the Poisson process with the HB model to closely recapitulate the
actual process and rates of binding site evolution in reality.
3.2.2 Generation of ancestral sequence: modeling binding site clustering
in CRM
STEMMA begins with a model generating the ancestral sequence as a mixture of non-CRM
sequences and CRM sequences, in which the cluster of TFBSs within CRMs is modeled by a
zero order HMM [29, 102, 122]. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the hierarchical HMM for modeling
binding site clustering within CRM as well as the non-functional background sequence.
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Figure 3.2: The hierarchical HMM for binding site clustering in CRM
In the first layer, a three-state HMM models the generative process of the ancestral
sequence comprised of non-CRM and CRM sequences. It can be thought of as a machine
that, starting from the dummy state Begin, probabilistically proceeds from one state to
another, and at each time step it “emits” a nucleotide which is drawn from the distribution
associated with the current state. The state “NCRM” is associated with background nu-
cleotide distribution to represent the generation of non-CRM sequences. The state “CRM”
is associated with another layer of HMM, which models the binding site clustering within
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CRM by a zero order HMM. The notations beside the solid edges in Figure 3.2 are the tran-
sition probabilities of the first-layer HMM. Under this model, γ = ν
µ+ν is the probability of
emitting the CRM sites and represents the expected fraction of CRM sites at equilibrium.
ω = 1/µ is the expected number of steps for which the HMM will remain in the CRM state,
given that it is already in that state. In other words, ω represents the expected length of
CRM in terms of number of sites. As the value of γ and ω can be determined based on
some prior knowledge of CRMs, we can set the value of µ and ν accordingly.
In the second-layer HMM, suppose the binding specificities (motifs) of K TFs are rep-
resented by K position weight matrices (PWMs) pik (1 ≤ k ≤ K), and the nucleotide
frequencies of the background sequence are denoted by pio. At each step, the background
state and the state of the k-th motif is sampled with probability ωo and ωk respectively. If
the k-th motif is chosen, the actual site is sampled from pik; otherwise, a single nucleotide
is sampled from pio. The HMM transition probability, ωk, can be interpreted as the equi-
librium binding site density, i.e., the average number of binding sites of the motif k per
nucleotide.
3.2.3 Generation of descendant sequences: modeling CRM evolution
The evolutionary model models a stochastic process which explicitly captures the dynamic
changes of the sequences over time. It consists of three components: (i) the background
sequence is subjected to substitution process according to the HKY model [44], represented
by Ψo; (ii) the motif bases evolve according to the Halpern-Bruno (HB) model [38, 74],
represented by Ψk for the k-th motif; (iii) the k-th motif binding site gain and loss follows
Poisson processes with constant rates of binding site gain λk and loss µk respectively. Note,
previous methods only model the full conservation or complete absence of binding sites in
all the species being compared. Here we handle the partial conservation of binding sites by
incorporating the binding site gain and loss event into the stochastic process.
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The CRM evolution model
Figure 3.3 shows an example of multiple alignment of four sites, in which the first two sites
are functional (in red), matching the position weight matrix, while the other two are not.
One possible evolutionary history is also shown in the left panel where the ancestral site is
a functional binding site (in red), and during the evolutionary process, there is a loss event
along the branch from node 1 to node 4. The probability of a block of orthologous sequence
can then be factorized into the conditional probability of sequence given the history of gain
and loss, and the prior probability of the history. Defining state history σ ∈ {o, k}R as a
length-R vector of the states of the nodes in the phylogenetic tree, where 1 ≤ k ≤ K and
R = number of nodes, the likelihood of generating the sequence blocks in the highlighted
rectangle S can be written as:
p(S) =
∑
σ
p(S, σ) =
∑
σ
p(σ)p(S|σ) (3.1)
In this way, the gain and loss of a site are modeled as additional stochastic events and
are sequence independent. In this example, the probability of the history of gain and loss
p(σ) has four components: the probability that the ancestral sequence is a binding site, the
probability of no loss event in the motif subtree, the loss event, and the probability of no
gain event in the background subtree.
Figure 3.3: The evolutionary model of TBFSs
To be more specific, the binding site history σ is modeled by the Poisson process. The
probability of the history p(σ) can be computed by applying the Dynamic Programming
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(Felsenstein’s algorithm [26]). We use k(> 1) and o to denote the TFBS state and non-
TFBS state of the tree node respectively. First, we consider the probability of the ancestral
node, which is computed by the HMM. Let a be the ancestral node, then
p(σa = k) = ωk (3.2)
p(σa = o) = ω
lˆ(a)
o (3.3)
where lˆ(a) is the nucleotide length of the sequence block at node a. Secondly, we consider
the probability for an arbitrary branch p(σa → σb|tab), where a to b is a branch with length
tab and let λo =
∑
k λk be the total gain rate. p(σa → σb|tab) falls into the following four
cases:
(a) No loss event in time tab, i.e., σa = k, σb = k:
p(σa = k → σb = k|tab) = e−µktab (3.4)
(b) No gain event in time tab, i.e., σa = o, σb = o:
p(σa = o→ σb = o|tab) = e−λotab ≈ 1− λotab, when λo is very small. (3.5)
(c) A binding site is born at time point t′ (0 ≤ t′ ≤ tab), i.e., σa = o, σb = k:
p(σa = o→ σb = k|tab, t′) = p(o→ o|t′)p(o→ k)p(k → k|tab − t′) (3.6)
(d) A binding site is lost at time point t′ (0 ≤ t′ ≤ tab), i.e., σa = k, σb = o:
p(σa = k → σb = o|tab, t′) = p(k → k|t′)p(k → o)p(o→ o|tab − t′) (3.7)
Once the history σ is given, the probability of the sequences p(S|σ) can again be com-
puted under the appropriate sequence substitution model, by applying Felsenstein’s algo-
rithm. Our basic idea is: switching of a site between TFBS and non-TFBS is a switch
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between the models that govern the evolution of this site. In this example, the probability
of generating the sequence block given a certain binding site history p(S|σ) has four com-
ponents: the probability that generating the ancestral sequence from a binding site model
(i.e., a PWM pik), the probability of binding sites substitution in the motif subtree, the
probability of the binding site sequence being substituted to a background sequence, and
the probability of background sequence substitution in the background subtree.
Again, the probability of the sequence block given a history p(S|σ) can be computed
by applying the Felsenstein’s algorithm. We use k(> 1) and o to denote the TFBS state
and non-TFBS state of the tree node respectively. First, the probability of the ancestral
sequence is computed by the HMM. Let a be the ancestral node, then
p(Sa|σa = k) = p(Sa|pik) (3.8)
p(Sa|σa = o) = p(Sa|pio) (3.9)
Secondly, we consider the probability for an arbitrary branch, node a to node b with branch
length tab. p(Sa → Sb|σa, σb, tab), the probability that Sa with state σa evolves to Sb with
state σb after time tab, falls into the following four cases, where l denotes the length of the
TFBS:
(a) Motif k’s binding site Sa evolves to binding site Sb, i.e., σa = k, σb = k:
p(Sa → Sb|σa = k, σb = k, tab) =
l∏
i=1
p(Sa[i]→ Sb[i]|Ψk[i], tab) (3.10)
(b) Background site Sa evolves to background site Sb, i.e., σa = o, σb = o:
p(Sa → Sb|σa = o, σb = o, tab) =
l∏
i=1
p(Sa[i]→ Sb[i]|Ψo, tab) (3.11)
(c) Background site Sa evolves to motif k’s binding site Sb, i.e., σa = o, σb = k. Suppose t
′
is the time point when binding site gain event happens with sequence Sx, 0 ≤ t′ ≤ tab,
then
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p(Sa → Sb|σa = o, σb = k, tab, t′) =
∑
Sx
p(Sa → Sx|σa = o, σx = o, t′)p(Sx → Sb|σx = k, σb = k, tab − t′) (3.12)
(d) Motif k’s binding site Sa evolves to background site Sb, i.e., σa = k, σb = o. Suppose
t′ is the time of binding site loss event, 0 ≤ t′ ≤ tab, then
p(Sa → Sb|σa = k, σb = o, tab, t′) =
∑
Sx
p(Sa → Sx|σa = k, σx = k, t′)p(Sx → Sb|σx = o, σb = o, tab − t′) (3.13)
Model approximation
Because the binding site gain and loss history is not actually observed, we need to sum over
all possible histories σ. As each node can be a background site or a binding site, the number
of all possible history σ is essentially exponential to the number of genomes. This complexity
makes the computation intractable when there are a relatively large number of genomes to
compare. However, in nature, binding site gain and loss is generally a slow process. We
rarely see a binding site being lost and then regained in the evolution history. Therefore it
is a reasonably good approximation that we assume there is only one gain or loss event in
the given phylogenetic tree. This approximation pretty much captures majority of evolution
histories, and reduces the number of possible σ to be linear in the number of genomes. In
order to incorporate the cases where binding site gain and loss indeed happen in multiple
lineages, we also add one additional history with maximum parsimony determined by the
estimated binding affinity of the leaf nodes.
On any given branch, the exact time point of actual binding site gain and loss happens
is not observed. Ideally, the probability for the gain and loss branches should be integrated
over t′, where t′ represents the time point when the gain or loss occurs. To simplify the
computation, for binding site loss in branch a → b, we assume the loss event happens in
the middle of the branch, i.e., t′ = tab/2. Let x denote the node at time t
′, the probabilities
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p(σa = k → σb = o|tab) and p(Sa → Sb|σa = k, σb = o, tab) are therefore approximated as
the following.
p(σa = k → σb = o|tab)
=
∫
t′
p(σa = k → σb = o|tab, t′)dt′
=
∫
t′
p(σa = k → σx = k|t′)p(σx = k → σx = o)p(σx = o→ σb = o|tab − t′)dt′
≈ p(σa = k → σx = k|tab/2)µkp(σx = o→ σb = o|tab/2)tab
(3.14)
p(Sa → Sb|σa = k, σb = o, tab)
=
∑
Sx
p(Sa → Sx|σa = k, σx = k, t′)p(Sx → Sb|σx = o, σb = o, tab − t′)
≈ ∑Sx p(Sa → Sx|σa = k, σx = k, tab/2)p(Sx → Sb|σx = o, σb = o, tab/2)
(3.15)
Similarly, for binding site gain in branch a→ b, we have:
p(σa = o→ σb = k|tab)
≈ p(σa = o→ σx = o|tab/2)λkp(σx = k → σb = k|tab/2)tab
(3.16)
p(Sa → Sb|σa = o, σb = k, tab)
≈ ∑Sx p(Sa → Sx|σa = o, σx = o, tab/2)p(Sx → Sb|σx = k, σb = k, tab/2)
(3.17)
Handling the indels
In previous studies, the treatment of alignment gaps in identifying conserved TFBSs is
somewhat problematic. As nonfunctional sequences may be inserted and deleted over evo-
lution more rapidly than functional elements, the presence of a gap aligned to a predicted
binding site could indicate that it is nonfunctional. However, due to imperfect alignment
algorithms, arbitrary decisions about the placement of gaps are very common for multi-
species sequence alignment. Besides explicitly modeling binding site turnover, STEMMA
also sought to take care of indels to accommodate these aspects of genomic sequence data.
However, STEMMA does not explicitly model nucleotide insertion and deletion events.
Rather, when computing the sequence probability, gaps in the alignments are treated as
missing data. As the gaps are not subject to nucleotide substitution, the probability of
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the binding site gain and loss history needs to be corrected by subtracting the time when
there are no actual nucleotides to evolve to TFBS. That is, only the actual survival time of
background nucleotides are taken into account.
The above probability of no gain event in time tab, p(σa = o → σb = o|tab) (Equation
3.5), now falls into the following 4 cases, depending on the indel annotation of the sequences
of node a and node b. In the equations, “N” denotes a nucleotide, and “−” denotes a gap
produced by sequence alignment.
• Nucleotide substitution: p(N → N |tab) = 1− λotab.
• Alignment of gaps: p(− → −|tab) = 1, instead of 1− λotab.
• Nucleotide insertion: p(− → N |tab) (suppose insertion happens at time point t)
=
∫ tab
0 p(t)(1− λo(tab − t))dt
assume the probability of insertion happen at time point t
is uniformly distributed in [0, tab]
=
∫ tab
0
1
tab
(1− λo(tab − t))dt
∼= 1− tab2 λo
• Nucleotide deletion: p(N → −|tab) (suppose deletion happens at t)
=
∫ tab
0 p(t)(1− λotdt
assume the probability of deletion happen at time point t
is uniformly distributed in [0, tab]
=
∫ tab
0
1
tab
(1− λot)dt
∼= 1− tab2 λo
Next, we can classify all columns in the block are either substitution columns (denoted by
subst) or indel columns (denoted by indel). For substitution columns, the total survival
time is tab, as in the case of Substitution. For indel columns, the total survival time
is tab/2, as in the case of Insertion and Deletion. Let lsubst(a, b) denote the number
of substitution columns and lindel(a, b) denote the number of indel columns (“−” aligned
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with some nucleotide) in the branch a → b. Then, the total survival time of background
nucleotides of the entire block at branch a→ b is [lsubst(a, b) + lindel(a, b)/2]tab. Thus,
p(σa = o→ σb = o|tab) = 1− λotab[lsubst(a, b) + lindel(a, b)/2] (3.18)
3.2.4 Link between spatial and temporal aspects of the CRM model
Recall that our CRMmodel consists of two major components, a spatial aspect and temporal
aspect. The spatial aspect of the CRM is modeled by HMM, in which the motif transition
probability ωk controls the motif density within the CRM. The temporal aspect of the
CRM is modeled by the Poisson process, in which the motif k’s TFBSs undergo gain and
loss processes with constant rate λk and µk. These two aspects are actually tightly related
by the equilibrium assumption of the ancestral sequence. That is, the ancestor sequence is
at equilibrium state, where gain and loss of binding sites are balanced.
To be more specific, suppose the ancestor sequence (of length L) undergoes binding site
gain and loss processes. For each motif k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, the process is controlled by two
parameters:
• µk = p(k → o): decay/loss rate of motif k, per site, where o stands for the background
state.
• λk = p(o→ k): arrival/gain rate of motif k, per background nucleotide.
After long enough time, the sequence will reach at equilibrium state, where gain and loss
are balanced. Therefore, ∀k, nkµk = (L −
∑
k′ nk′ lk′)λk, where nk denotes the number of
sites of motif k, and lk is the total nucleotide length of motif k’s binding sites. Let no denote
the number of background nucleotide bases, we have


λkno = nkµk
no +
∑K
k′=1 nk′ lk′ = L
⇒


no = L/(1 +
∑K
k′=1
λk′ lk′
µk′
)
nk =
λk
µk
L/(1 +
∑K
k′=1
λk′ lk′
µk′
)
(3.19)
Meanwhile, we assume that the ancestral sequence is sampled from the equilibrium state.
Then the binding site density of motif k is qk = ωk/(ωo+
∑K
k′=1wk′ lk′), and constrained by
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ωo +
∑K
k=1wk = 1. We have


ωo = qo/(qo +
∑K
k′=1 qk′)
ωk = qk/(qo +
∑K
k′=1 qk′)
(3.20)
As qk = nk/L, the ancestral motif density ωk can actually be derived from the TFBS
evolution rate λk and µk as follows:


ωo = 1/(1 +
∑K
k′=1
λk′
µk′
)
ωk =
λk
µk
/(1 +
∑K
k′=1
λk′
µk′
)
(3.21)
Therefore, the transition probability ωk’s are not free parameters and should be determined
by µk, λk, and vice versa.
3.2.5 Statistical inference
STEMMA aims to solve the following computational problems: given (a) alignment of
multiple orthologous sequences, (b) a set of TF PWMs, (c) a phylogenetic tree for the
input sequences, (d) indel annotation of the aligned sequences, which can be obtained from
external tools (we use the Phast package in this study), we can (i) predict or decode the
CRM regions of the input sequence; (ii) predict or decode the TFBSs targeted by a given
TF. STEMMA uses two different ways of solving the tasks: either by Viterbi algorithm
or by likelihood-ratio test (LRT) on fixed-size window. To be more specific, in the first
approach we apply the Viterbi (dynamic programming) algorithm to find the most possible
CRM (or TFBS for task ii) annotation. In the second approach, we computed window-wise
scores of the input sequence using a LRT of two models: the CRM sequence model (or
its TFBS component model for the task ii), and the background sequence model where no
motif is used. Computation under each model is done by dynamic programming, summing
over all possible annotations of CRMs and TFBSs. Note, the later approach (LRT) is
particularly useful when we want to compare sequences of different length (no need of
length normalization), and when the exact boundaries of CRMs are not important.
In STEMMA, dynamic programming algorithm is applied in both the spatial HMM
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model and the temporal CRM evolutionary model. Specifically, we used the Forward al-
gorithm for the spatial HMM model, and the Felsenstein’s algorithm [26] for the temporal
model.
The Forward algorithm for CRM model
The Forward algorithm is applied to compute the probability that a sequence window of the
ancestor sequence being a CRM sequence give the CRM model, by decomposing the input
sequence alignment into blocks. Considering an aligned orthologous sites S = Sii of block
length L, the joint probability of S under a CRM evolutionary model is represented as:
p(S|z = CRM) = ∑k p(S, k|z = CRM), where z denotes the HMM state of the ancestor
sequence and k ∈ {o, 1, ...,K} denotes the site evolutionary model for the orthologous
sites. Note the length L of the orthologous block are determined by the component site
evolutionary model. In the case of a background evolution where no TFBSs appear at any
of the orthologous sequences, L = 1 (i.e., a single-column background block). In the case
of the presence of a functional site of k-th TF in at least one of the orthologous sequences,
we have L ≥ Lk (i.e., a multiple-column TFBS block). Where, Lk is the length of the k-th
TF’s binding site and L > Lk happens when there are indels occur at some of the TFBSs,
produced by the alignment.
Suppose the entire alignment has length N , and let S[1..N ] indicate the aligned se-
quences from column 1 to N . Let zn denote the state of the column n of the ancestor
sequence, the last block in the alignment ended at column n can be either a CRM block
(i.e., zn = CRM) or a NCRM block (i.e., zn = NCRM). Therefore, we have
p(S[1..N ]) = p(S[1..N ], zN = CRM) + p(S[1..N ], zN = NCRM). (3.22)
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It can be recursively computed using the following two equations (1 ≤ n ≤ N):
p(S[1..n], zn = CRM)
=
∑
L,k [p(S[1..n− L], zn−L = CRM)(1− µ) + p(S[1..n− L], zn−L = NCRM)ν]
·p(S[n− L+ 1..n], k|zn = CRM)
(3.23)
p(S[1..n], zn = NCRM)
= [p(S[1..n− 1], zn−1 = CRM)µ+ p(S[1..n− 1], zn−1 = NCRM)(1− ν)]
·p(S[n]|zn = NCRM)
(3.24)
Note, p(S[n]|zn = NCRM) is computed by the HKY model for the NCRM back-
ground sites, applying the Felsenstein’s algorithm. The CRM block probability p(S[n−L+
1..n], k|zn = CRM) for specific L and k is also computed by the Felsenstein’s algorithm, as
discussed in detail in the following section.
The Felsenstein’s algorithm for TFBS evolution model
For any aligned orthologous sites S = Sii of block length L, we wish to compute the
joint probability of S under the CRM evolutionary model, given the parameters. To com-
pute p(S|z = CRM) = ∑k p(S, k|z = CRM), we need to essentially sum over all the
site evolutionary model (i.e., k ∈ {o, 1, ...,K}). For each k, we can simplify the notation
p(S, k|z = CRM) using p(S) under the context of using the k-th TF’s evolutionary model.
STEMMA defines this probability as in Equation (3.1). In theory, it can be computed by
applying the Felsenstein’s algorithm to sum over all possible sequences of the internal nodes
of the input phylogeny. This implementation of the algorithm makes the computation very
slow as it has to sum over an number of sequences exponential to the length of the alignment
block. That is, for each internal node, there are 4L sequences to sum over. We noticed that
the probability of the entire alignment block is actually decoupled into the probability of
the state history p(σ) and the probability of the sequences p(S|σ). Once the state history is
given, the sequence probability are column independent. That is, p(S|σ) = ∏Ll=1 p(S[l]|σ).
For any specific state history σ, we can first apply Felsenstein’s algorithm to each column
separately, then compute the product of the column probability to get p(S|σ). Similarly,
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the state history probability p(σ) of a specific σ is also column independent. We thus
again apply the Felsenstein’s algorithm to compute p(σ[l]) of each column separately and
then take the product. Therefore, the computation of p(σ) using Felsenstein’s algorithm is
formulated as:
p(S) =
∑
σ p(S, σ)
=
∑
σ p(σ)p(S|σ)
=
∑
σ
∏L
l=1 p(σ[l]) ·
∏L
l=1 p(S[l]|σ)
(3.25)
3.3 Enriched motif search and CRM prediction
Given a large number of TF motifs, discovered by various methods (computational or ex-
perimental), a critical problem of CRM analysis is to find the motifs which are enriched
for a set of similarly expressed genes which might share common CRMs. In other words,
the task is to predict the CRM and its motif composition for a set of genes. This can be
achieved in three steps:
1. To use STEMMA to score the sequences in terms of the motif presence;
2. To select motifs (or a pair of motifs) which are significantly enriched in the given gene
cluster;
3. To apply STEMMA using the enriched motifs to decode the target CRM regions.
The following procedure, using STEMMA, is developed for this task. First, we want
to obtain a matrix for quantifying the presence or absence of each motif’s TBBSs in the
chosen sequences. Basically, each TF motif is treated as a feature in terms of how well the
presence of the binding sites of this TF is associated with the targe gene set.
This matrix is created by calculating the likelihood ratio of CRM model vs. background
model for every sliding window of 500 bp in the gene’s intergenic regions. The maximum
window score is used to represent the feature score for each gene-motif pair. STEMMA can
also decode the most likely binding site annotations for each sequence, which will be used
later to infer the interactions between TF motif pair. The following steps are executed, to
get the motif scores for each sequence:
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1. Single motif target identification. The above feature score of each gene-motif
pair indicates how likely the gene is targeted by this motif.
2. Motif pair target identification. As in CRMs, TFs often work interactively to-
gether to drive the desired expression pattern. Sometimes, single motif may not dis-
criminative enough to explain the overall expression pattern, but signal of co-presence
of multiple motifs are stronger to detect. Therefore, we need to meanwhile include
motif pair as a kind of “super motif”. For each motif pair, the likelihood ratio scores
of the decoded binding sites, by STEMMA, are used to represent the corresponding
window score. For overlapping binding sites, only the site with larger score is kept.
The final window-wise score of a gene is computed by summing over all binding sites
of both motifs within this sequence window. The maximum window score is again
used to represent the feature score for each pair of gene and motif-pair. Note, in order
to make sure that the computed score for the motif pair is really due to the presence
of both motifs (instead of dominated by one motif only), each window score would be
positive only if the window scores are contributed by scores of both motifs’ binding
sites.
Secondly, we select significantly enriched motifs as the candidate motif composition of
the target CRM, as follows:
1. Selection of significantly enriched motifs or motif pairs. We use logistic re-
gression to predict the target genes of single motifs or motif pairs. The χ2 test of the
predicted targets versus the real targets is performed to select motifs or motif pairs
that are significantly enriched.
2. Removal of redundant motifs. As our motif collection come from multiple sources,
there might be some very similar PWMs representing the same motifs. We use the
STAMP [70, 69] package to compute the similarity between every pair of motifs. The
highly similar PWM pairs (with p-value= 0) are identified as redundant. We first sort
all motifs by their significance of enrichment. We then check them in the order of
decreased significance, to see whether the current motif or motif pair is highly similar
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to any previously seen motifs. If not, we will keep it; otherwise, we will discard it and
continue on the next one.
Finally, with the list of significantly enrichment motifs for each gene cluster, we then
can apply STEMMA searching for the target CRM regions.
3.4 Application of STEMMA to predict TFBSs and CRMs
Now, we applied STEMMA to three studies in Drosophila genomes: TF regulatory tar-
get prediction, anterior-posterior expression pattern CRM prediction, and decoding the
regulatory program of Drosophila development using the BDGP [113] gene clusters. For
the first two studies, we compared our methods with various representative methods, to
demonstrate that our model indeed performs better for identifying the functional TFBSs
and CRMs. The last study aims to obtain some new insights of the regulatory mechanism
in Drosophila development.
Drosophila orthologous sequences are extracted based on the liftOver data 1 from UCSC
Genome Bioinformatics Site. We focused on a wide range of intergenic region, including
10kb 5’ promoters, 4kb 3’ downstream regions and 2kb of the first introns. In all stud-
ies, we used Mlagan [16] to construct the multiple sequences alignment, and the program
“indelHistor” from the Phast [71] package to infer the history of indels in the multiple
alignments.
3.4.1 Comparison of Methods for TF Regulatory Targets Prediction
To test if our model truly improves CRM prediction over existing methods, we first compare
our methods using STEMMA, under the problem of predicting regulatory target sequences
of a given TF, with six other methods. The task is to test different programs for predicting
regulatory target sequences of a given TF. In this experiment, each program was made to
score test sequences with a single known PWM. We use the ChIP-chip assays [62] of four
motifs important in the blastoderm stage of Drosophila development. For each of the four
blastoderm TFs, we constructed a positive set of 500 sequences that show highest binding
1http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/dm3/liftOver/
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intensity of this TF in Drosophila blastoderm [62]; and we used a common set of 500 similar-
length random non-coding sequences as the negative set. Six Drosophila species from the
melanogaster group are used for extracting phylogenetic information.
We implemented another program called STEMMA-NT, which is a variation of STEMMA
by disabling the modeling of binding site gain and loss. That is, it assumes the binding sites
are either fully conserved or completely lost. This can be implemented by restricting the
evolutionary history of a site to be either all TFBSs (i.e., σ = {1}R) or all background sites
(i.e., σ = {0}R) (see Methods 3.2.3). The comparison between these two should suggest
how important it is to consider binding site turnover. In addition to the STEMMA family
programs, we tested the program Stubb [102], which scores a sequence by its binding site
cluster. Stubb was run on each testing Drosophila sequence and the best window score
is reported as a score indicating how likely the testing sequence is the target of a given
TF. We setup two scenarios for Stubb: (i) Stubb-Mel scores the testing sequence by scan-
ning the Drosophila melanogaster sequence; and (ii) Stubb-AVG produces the final score
by simply averaging over the Stubb scores of each single species being compared. Stubb-
AVE represents a heuristic way of incorporating the conservation across multiple genomes,
while Stubb-Mel does not use any information from cross-species comparison. In addition
to STEMMA and Stubb, we also tested (i) Patser[47], which is designed for finding loca-
tions of patterns (e.g., posiion-specific scoring matrix) in sequence; (ii) Cluster-Buster [30],
a popular CRM finding program; and (iii) PhylCRM [118], which is the closest one to ours,
as it predicts CRMs by quantifying both motif clustering and evolutionary conservation.
Similar to Stubb, Cluster-Buster uses a HMM to search for binding site clusters in a given
sequence and may therefore be used to discover such clusters for individual TFs. Cluster-
Buster does not use information in orthologous sequences. For each motif, PhylCRM scans
the aligned sequences and quantifies the degree to which each position is a phylogenetically
conserved motif match, using the MONEY [75] scoring model. It considers the binding site
clustering by computing the summation of individual motif match scores for each window
and evaluates its statistical significance. This score therefore simultaneously reflects motif
over-representation and evolutionary conservation. This selection of methods represents a
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wide spectrum of methods in terms of how the binding site clustering and conservation
are taken into account. Patser measured single site and single species, hence uses least
information; Stubb-Mel and Cluster-Buster only used motif clustering information; Stubb-
AVG, PhylCRM, STEMMA-NT represents three different ways of considering both motif
clustering and conservation, by heuristically counting or explicitly modeling; STEMMA
additionally models the binding site gain a loss to handle the partially conserved binding
sites.
A program is tested by its ability to discriminate positive and negative sequences. That
is, all the sequences, in the positive set or the negative set, will be scored by the program.
As the score threshold varies, the specificity and sensitivity will be computed. The overall
performance of the program is then measured by the area under curve (AUC) of the so-
called ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve, i.e., the plot of sensitivity vs (1
- specificity). The AUC statistic indicates the degree to which foreground sequences are
ranked higher than background sequences. Our evaluation based on the AUC measure is
shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Comparing methods on prediction of regulatory targets of
Drosophila TFs
STEMMA substantially outperforms all other programs with the AUC measure. By
comparing different methods which differ in terms of how the cross-species information and
the motif clustering information are taken into account, we can clearly see the power of com-
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parative genomics. First, Figure 3.4 shows that cross-species analysis improves over single
species. That is, methods incorporating conservation information (STEMMA, STEMMA-
NT, PhylCRM and Stubb-AVG) achieve better accuracy of prediction than that without
using information in orthologous sequences (Stubb-Mel, Cluster-Buster, Patser). Second,
STEMMA model improves over both the heuristic method Stubb-AVG and the statistic
model based method PhylCRM, in incorporating binding site conservation. Last, modeling
partial conservation (STEMMA) outperforms the model ignoring binding site gain and loss
(STEMMA-NT and PhylCRM).
3.4.2 Prediction of CRMs for the Drosophila anterior-posterior
expression pattern
Now, we want to apply STEMMA in a more realistic setting of the CRM prediction task. In
literature, the anterior-posterior (AP) expression pattern of Drosophila embryo have been
extensively studied. We collected the 21 genes involved in the AP patterning from previous
studies [96], and tried to apply STEMMA to find its key TFs and the target CRM sequences.
Previous studies have obtained fairly detailed understanding of the transcriptional control
of the segmentation gene network of Drosophila [96], in which a number of important TFs
have been identified, including Bicoid (Bcd), Caudal (Cad), Hunchback (Hb), Kruppel (Kr),
etc.. Given these information, together with the comprehensive collection of experimentally
verified CRMs in the REDFly database [36, 33, 12], we can now evaluate different methods
under the task of CRM prediction. In particular, given a set of Drosophila genes with
the common AP patterning, the task is to identify the relevant TF composition and the
targeting CRM sequences.
In this experiment, we use the 21 AP pattern genes as the positive gene set, and randomly
sampled 200 genes, to represent the background sequences that are not related to the AP
pattern. Using results from previous studies in Drosophila regulatory sequences [78, 12,
107, 24], we constructed a comprehensive collection of 173 Drosophila PWMs as our motif
library.
We developed a computational procedure (see Chapter 3.3), using the STEMMA pro-
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gram, to perform two tasks: (i) predicting what TF motifs are significantly associated with
Drosophila AP pattern; and (ii) predicting the CRM sequences targeted by these enriched
TFs. We compare our STEMMA program and the above framework, with four other four
representative packages for CRM prediction.
• CisModule: CisModule [127] is a method for de novo CRM discovery, which is
based on statistical model of the motif clustering but does not utilize the known motif
dictionaries and the sequence conservation information.
• Clover and Cluster-Buster: Clover [28] is a program for identifying functional
sites in DNA sequences, which compares a set of DNA sequences to a library of
sequence motifs and identifies statistically overrepresented motifs. Cluster-Buster [30]
is a program for finding clusters of pre-specified motifs in nucleotide sequences, which
can be applied to detect the CRM sequences given its motif composition. This two
methods together represents a package that can select significant motifs and predict
target CRMs without using cross-species comparison.
• PhylogibbsMP: PhylogibbsMP [97] represents a sampling-based method which could
take a prior motif set for CRM prediction and also take into account the phylogeny
information.
• Lever and PhylCRM: Lever, together with PhylCRM [118], is one state-of-art
package which models motif conservation and incorporates motif clustering informa-
tion simultaneously.
A program is tested by its ability to predict the known AP related TFs and CRMs.
Previous studies [96] have discovered that nine Drosophila TFs are involved the AP
pattern. Those are Bicoid (Bcd), Caudal (Cad), Giant (Gt), Hunchback (Hb), Kruppel
(Kr), Knirps (Kni), stat92E (Dstat), Tailless (Tll), Torso-response elements (TorRE ).
Except TorRE, the other eight TF motifs are all present in our Drosophila motifs library.
Using the procedure defined in Method 3.3, our program selected 20 single motifs and
13 motif pairs which are significantly enriched (with χ2-test p-value < 0.05) in these AP
patterned genes. Six of the known AP motifs (i.e., Bcd, Hb, Kni, Kr, Dstat, Cad) are among
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our twelve most significantly enriched single motif, and the motif pair Gt and Ttk together
are also enriched (with χ2-test p-value < 2e− 8). That is, we successfully predicted seven
out of eight known AP motifs as enriched in the AP genes. In contrast, Lever predicted
13 single motifs and 11 motif pairs as significant (p-value < 0.05), among which only four
known AP motifs (i.e., cd, Kni, Kr, Dstat) are discovered. Similarly, Clover reported 13
single motifs, including three known AP motifs (i.e., Bcd, Hb, Kr). CisModule, as a de
novo motif finding tool, predicts fixed number of motifs specified by its parameter K. By
running it with various parameter settings, and evaluate its performance based on the ability
of predicting CRMs (see detailed discussion as follows), we found that setting the number
of motifs K = 5 and module length L = 500 achieves the best in CRM prediction. Using
the STAMP [70, 69] package, to compare the predicted five motifs with our motif library,
we did not find any match to the known motifs. As PhylogibbsMP runs very slowly and
could not produce any result in very long time period, we were not able to compare with
it. This is consistent with the above experiment on comparing methods for TF regulatory
targets prediction. The methods which can better predict the TF regulatory targets are
also able to find more functional motifs as statistically enriched.
Our evaluation metrics on CRM prediction are focused on two perspectives: how many of
the known CRMs are predicted (i.e., the recall or sensitivity) and how much of the prediction
is correct (i.e., the precision or specificity). These two metrics can be measured either at
the CRM level or at the nucleotide level. As the task is CRM prediction, we think CRM
level metrics might be able to reflect the performance more accurately. Therefore, the recall
is computed by counting the number of predicted module which have at least 50 bp overlap
with one of the known CRM. In particular, recall is defined as the fraction of known CRMs
that have been correctly predicted by the method. We can define the precision similarly
as the fraction of predicted CRMs that are overlapped with known CRMs. However, we
notice that this metric of precision is problematic, as predicting the entire input sequence as
one CRM will achieve 100% predicion. Apparently, this metric will certainly favor methods
which tend to over-predict CRMs. Therefore, we considered to use the nucleotide level
precision metric, because it can more accurately demonstrate the extent of how much of
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the prediction is correct. As some programs have a parameter defining the threshold for
predicted CRMs, the precision and recall will be computed for a wide range of the threshold
values.
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Figure 3.5: Comparing methods on CRM prediction for the Drosophila
anterior-posterior expression pattern
The result on CRM prediction is shown in Figure 3.5. There are two major observations
we made from this experiment.
1. Overall performance: Among all methods, STEMMA substantially outperforms
the others. Notice, we do not have plot for PhylogibbsMP here as it did not produce
anything after running for more than 15 days in a Linux server machine with best
up-to-date configurations, while all other programs can perform the task in reason-
able time frame. As we expected, Lever + PhylCRM performs better than Clover +
Cluster-Buster, because it takes into account additional information of the binding site
phylogeny. consistent with other studies [114, 54, 46], CisModule consistently over-
predicts modules, so its precision tends to be very low, even with various parameter
settings.
2. Parameter setting: Clearly shown in this figure, STEMMA prediction is very stable
with various parameter settings. By varying STEMMA’s HMM transition probabili-
ties lambda and mu, which reflect the expected CRM length and sequence coverage,
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we can see that STEMMA is not sensible to the parameters. In this experiment,
the parameters are corresponding to expected CRM length from 400 to 2k bp, CRM
coverage from 0.05 to 0.3. Note, that expected CRM length of 2k and coverage 0.3
are actually very big. However the model does not overpredict CRMs even with this
setting. Using different TFBS evolution rates also showed the similar results. This
property is very useful, as most of the time a biologist does not know how to set
the model parameters. For STEMMA, the result would not be affected much as long
as the parameters are chosen within a reasonable range. Note, that STEMMA’s pa-
rameters are all associated with real biology concepts, thus very easy to guess the
right values. Both Clover + Cluster-Buster and Lever + PhylCRM requires to set a
threshold cutoff for predicting the CRMs. The numeric value of the threshold score
is not intuitive and hard to guess what would be the right value for a specific CRM
families. In this experiment, PhylCRM’s default threshold substantially over-predict
the CRMs. For example, with default window score cutoff C = 4, PhylCRM predicts
15 (out of 33) promoter CRMs larger than 5k bp. The plot in Figure 3.5 is produced
by varying C from 4 to 12. Table 3.1 shows the statistics of the predicted CRMs by
each method. Even for a reasonable large threshold C = 9, PhylCRM predicts CRMs
with average length of 1431 bp, and the largest one is 4555 bp. Similarly, varying
Cluster-Buster’s cluster score threshold c from 3 to 8 produced very different results.
When c is set larger than the default value 5, the performance tends to be dramati-
cally affected. CisModule’s prediction has most uncertainties. By varying the value
of the number of motifs K from 5 to 10, and the module length L from 500 to 1500,
we still could not find a clear pattern of the prediction behavior. As can see in Figure
3.5, the performance under different parameter settings varied very much. Running
the program multiple times will also produce very different results.
Again, consistent with the experiment on predicting TF regulatory targets, methods
which quantifying both the TFBS conservation and clustering (e.g., STEMMA, PhylCRM)
advances the ones that only incorporate one information (e.g., Cluster-Buster). And the
ab initio prediction method (e.g., CisModule) does the worst as it did not utilize any prior
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Table 3.1: Statistics of predicted CRMs.
Methods #CRM Min. Max. Total Avg.
Lever + PhylCRM 35 108 4555 50096 1431.3
STEMMA 44 29 1493 14617 332.2
Clover + Cluster-Buster 49 7 1862 15370 313.7
CisModule 118 308 1041 59696 505.9
Min and Max are the minimal and maximal length of the predicted CRMs respectively; Total is the
total number of the predicted within CRM nucleotides; and Avg. is he average length of predicted
CRMs. The statistics of predicted CRMs are summarized for each method with the best performed
parameter setting. For Lever, the window score cutoff C = 4; for STEMMA, the HMM transition
probability µ = 0.002 and ν = 0.0001, which approximately corresponds to expected CRM length
= 500 bp, covering about 5% of the input sequence region, the motif evolutionary rates are λ = 0.003
and µ = 0.6; for Clover + Cluster-Buster, cluster score threshold c = 5; for CisModule, number of
motifs K = 5 and module length L = 500.
knowledge.
3.4.3 Decoding the cis-regulatory program of Drosophila development
The analysis of microarray data often leads to gene modules with similar expression pattern,
but the cis-regulatory programs (regulators and positions of CRMs) are often unknown. The
Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP) [113], has determined and documented em-
bryonic expression patterns of thousands of protein-coding genes in Drosophila melanogaster
genome. About four thousand genes are clustered into 39 groups with similar expression
pattern in the embryo, using a hybrid clustering strategy. Given this data set, our goal
is to develop a computational approach that applies the STEMMA model, to reveal the
underlying cis-regulatory program of Drosophila development. In particular, we want to
identify the motif compositions for the 29 clusters of genes with restricted expression pat-
terns (Figure 5. in [113]), and predict the target CRM sequences.
Identification of enriched motifs
We first applied the same procedure developed for decoding the CRM of the AP pattern
genes to each of the BDGP clusters. Specifically, for each cluster, we will consider genes
from this cluster as the positive genes and use the genes annotated as “no stain” in the
BDGP data set as as the background gene set. The same procedure for the AP genes is
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applied to the pairs of each BDGP cluster and the background gene set. The goal is to build
a regulatory map for explaining the Drosophila embryo development patterns summarize
by these BDGP clusters.
Surprisingly, by applying the above framework, we only identified enriched motifs for
very few of the clusters. Some clusters are associated with a large number of motifs (e.g., the
blastoderm patterning clusters 25R and 26R), while many have no enriched motifs at all.
We first suspected that the problem might be caused by using the “no stain” genes as the
background set. However, switching to randomly sampled 1000 genes that are not studied
in BDGP resulted very similar findings. To validate the correctness of our framework,
we also applied the Lever package here, but again observed very similar results. Further
diagnosis showed that for most of the clusters, its average motif score is substantially lower
than that of the background set. This suggests that there might be systematic bias due to
different conservation level of different gene groups For each cluster, we did an approximate
calculation of the average degrees of sequence homology by counting the average number of
aligned nucleotides for each alignment column. Table 3.2 summarized some basic statistics.
By sorting the cluster in ascending order of the average number of aligned nucleotides
per alignment column (i.e., column Average #aligned nucleotides in the table.), we
can see that, the value of the background gene set (i.e., the row NO STAIN in the table)
nicely separates the clusters to two groups, the top one has no motif enrichment detected
and the bottom one has many enriched motifs. Note, the clusters in the bottom group that
have no enriched motifs might due to their very short intergenic sequences (4k versus >5k
in the background gene set). This table indicates that the above procedure for identifying
enriched motifs could not identify enriched motifs when the target genes have overall less
sequence conservation than the background sequences.
Therefore, we need to control for the overall conservation level of the sequences. We
switched to another strategy of constructing the background for detecting enriched motifs,
by adopting the motif shuﬄing idea from the study by Frith et al.[28]. That is, to compare
the scores of a motif in the positive set with the scores of permuted motifs in the same
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Table 3.2: General statistics of the sequences for each cluster.
Cluster #Enriched Average Average Average
Motifs Seq. length #aligned nucleotides motif score
23R 0 8929.70 7.64 17.74
8R 0 2848.62 7.78 6.72
3R 0 4204.00 7.87 10.66
28R 0 7310.22 8.00 17.75
19R 0 5117.96 8.06 10.03
1R 0 4733.31 8.12 11.15
2R 0 6481.09 8.13 12.11
18R 0 5326.19 8.15 13.70
20R 0 3397.37 8.15 8.32
17R 0 6110.56 8.27 14.65
NO STAIN NA 5395.82 8.31 14.992
6R 5 6874.71 8.33 18.85
21R 0 4609.30 8.34 13.28
26R 12 8267.74 8.38 20.40
4R 0 3587.33 8.44 9.49
13R 0 6721.09 8.46 16.21
14R 4 7545.06 8.47 19.86
11R 0 3142.19 8.48 9.49
25R 24 11156.27 8.51 26.61
12R 1 6325.33 8.59 16.81
15R 1 6912.84 8.62 18.87
27R 3 8976.40 8.77 26.68
16R 0 4942.48 8.87 16.76
set of sequences. In other words, our negative control would be randomly permuted motifs
instead of other sequences, which may have different level of conservation. Applying this
idea, we now able to identify enriched motifs for most of the BDGP gene clusters. The
motif associated is summarized in Figure 3.6, where the darker color indicates that the
enrichment is statistically more significant.
CRM analysis for explaining the BDGP expression patterns
As lack of enough data to assess our predicted motif enrichment, we decided to use some
known transcription factor motifs for five of the BDGP clusters to predict CRMs using
STEMMA. We manually curated known transcription factors according to their GO anno-
tations for the five clusters (see Table 3.3). To ensure the motifs are indeed enriched in
the related clusters, we use the p-value computed in previous section to further filter out
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Figure 3.6: Motif enrichment with respect to different BDGP expression pat-
terns.
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motifs with insignificant enrichment (p-value >= 0.08). The original curated motifs as well
as the filtered ones are listed in Table 3.3 (sorted by the enrichment significance), in which
we used the the bold motifs (known TFs that are also significantly enriched in the cluster)
to predict CRMs.
Table 3.3: Manually curated TFs for CRM prediction and analysis
Cluster Key Transcription Factors
8R FlyReg/tin, Bergman/bin, FlyReg/twi, FlyReg/pan, Bergman/srp,
Bergman/eyg, Bergman/Eip74EF, B1H/gt, Bergman/retn
18R FlyReg/twi, FlyReg/sna, B1H/kni, B1H/Kr
19R FlyReg/twi, FlyReg/sna, B1H/kni, B1H/Kr
21R Bergman/bab1, Bergman/eyg, FlyReg/sd
25R B1H/tll, B1H/cad, B1H/kni, B1H/bcd, B1H/hb, B1H/Kr
Using these motifs, we now apply STEMMA to decode the target CRM sequences. Our
goal is to analyze the predicted CRM sequences to further understand the characteristics
of the regulatory mechanism of these five expression patterns. Specifically, we looked for
answers to the following four questions.
Q1. How many of the putative CRMs are novel predictions? We compared our
intergenic sequences of all the cluster genes with 280 known CRMs annotated by REDfly
[36, 33, 12]. Unfortunately, we found that there are only 39 known CRMs for these genes. In
other words, there are very limited number of known CRMs, and the intergenic regions for
most of the BDGP cluster genes do not have CRM annotation. As the blastoderm pattern
cluster (25R, 26R, 27R, 28R) alone has 33 sequences with known CRM annotation, REDfly
annotated CRMs seem to be highly biased toward blastoderm related CRMs,
We further compared out predicted CRMs with REDfly CRMs, and found that among
all 441 intergenic regions (for 153 genes of the 5 clusters in Table 3.3), there are only ten
sequences have CRM annotation in REDfly. Again, we found eight out of ten are in the
cluster 25R, one of the blastoderm clusters. In total, we predicted 346 CRMs, and only four
of them are overlapped with three known CRMs. This indicates that we have large amount
of novel CRM predictions (i.e., 342 novel CRMs for 153 genes).
Q2. How well we can explain the expression patterns using predicted CRMs?
To have an idea of what proportion of genes in each cluster have CRM prediction, we sum-
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marized the statistics in Table 3.4. As seen from Table 3.4, the blastoderm pattern cluster
25R has substantially higher gene coverage (92%, 34 out of 37) than other clusters. The
low coverage in other clusters indicates that there might be some key transcription factors
missing. This is consistent with the bias of the known CRM annotation in REDfly. This
knowledge gap might due to two reasons: bias of the research interests in the Drosophila
community; or the technical difficulty of the experimental studies on non-blastoderm expres-
sion patterns. In other words, identifying new transcription factors ab initially or selecting
from known transcription factor library can potentially bring large amount of new insights
into our understanding of Drosophila development beyond blastoderm patterning.
Table 3.4: Statistics of CRM coverage and distribution
Cluster #Genes #Genes #CRMs Coverage #CRMs #Regions
with CRM per gene
8R 16 39 31 0.41 1.94 113
18R 30 42 81 0.71 2.7 123
19R 13 25 19 0.52 1.46 72
21R 6 10 8 0.6 1.33 30
25R 34 37 207 0.92 6.09 103
Total 99 153 346 3.16 3.50 441
Q3. What is the CRM distribution for different expression patterns? For
each expression pattern cluster, we can also compute the average number of CRMs per
gene, shown in the column #CRMs per gene of Table 3.4. Again, we found that the
blastoderm pattern genes have far more CRMs per gene than genes of other patterns (6
vs. < 3). The detailed histogram of the CRM distribution per gene is displayed in Figure
3.7. Similar to previous findings, the knowledge bias to blastoderm pattern might be a
big factor. On the other hand, as the blastoderm genes are also actively involved in early
development. This large number of CRMs might be a key requirement for offering a finer
regulatory control mechanism for early development.
Q4. Is there any CRM positional bias with respect to different expression
patterns? Based on the position of the CRM sequence with respect to the neighbor gene,
we assigned each CRM to one of the four baskets: 2k core promoter region, 2k-10k 5’ region
of the transcription start site, 2k of the first intron, 4k of the 3’ downstream region. The
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Figure 3.7: CRM distribution for different expression patterns
positional distribution of the CRMs are summarized in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: CRM positional bias for different expression patterns
We have the following interesting findings:
• There are a large fraction of CRMs lie in non-promoter regions. However, previous
genome wide studies on Drosophila regulatory system are often focused on the 2k
promoters [107]. This analysis brings our attention to intergenic regions beyond the
nearby promoters.
• We found that the blastoderm genes (25R) are much likely to have CRMs in their
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distal promoter regions (i.e., 2k-10k 5’ region from transcription start site) and the 3’
downstream sequences, suggesting that these genes may require more complex controls
and thus more CRMs as seen in the above analysis for Question Q3.
• Cluster 8R, annotated with Salivary Glands pattern, also showed surprising CRM
positional bias to the 3’ regions. It may be possible that some cluster of genes use
different regulatory mechanism, thus the CRMs are distributed differently (in this
case, concentrated on 3’ region). With lack of prior knowledge of genes with this
pattern, we could not draw any conclusion at this point. Further studies on these
3’ CRMs might bring new insights into some unknown regulatory mechanism of this
pattern.
• Comparing 18R and 19R also shows very interesting results. We noticed that 18R and
19R are both muscle related expression patterns, but their CRM position distribution
is very different. 18R has most CRMs (33%) in the 3’ region, while 19R CRMs are
mostly (42%) located in the 2k promoters. We noticed that although 18R and 19R
have the same set of manually curated motifs, we filtered the motif kni from 19R as it
is not significantly enriched in it (see Table 3.3). We first suspected that the presence
of kni might contribute to 18R’s CRM position bias to 3’ regions. However, among
the 30 CRMs with kni TFBSs, we found only 9 are in the 3’ regions and none of them
have presence of kni TFBSs only. Therefore, we believe the CRM positional difference
between 18R and 19R is not due to using different motifs. More likely, this CRM
positional bias is intrinsic of the expression patterns and its underlying regulatory
mechanism. Notice that genes of cluster 18R and 19R are expressed in differentiated
muscle types, where 18R is annotated with trunk and head somatic muscle and 19R
with visceral muscle (see Figure 5 and 6. in [113]). Previous studies show that most
genes that were detected in the visceral muscle became active earlier in the mesoderm
primordia. Therefore, we suspect that genes active in early developmental stages
might require CRMs to be in the nearby promoters in order to ensure a more stable
regulatory environment.
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3.5 Discussion
In this research, we developed a computational framework for cis-regulatory sequence anal-
ysis. The core component is the stochastic model STEMMA, which explicitly models the
cis-regulatory sequence evolution. We demonstrated that our method advances previous
approaches in both subproblem for cis-regulatory sequence analysis: (i) to select motifs
from a known library of motifs to explain a set of commonly regulated genes; (ii) to predict
the CRM sequences recognized by these motifs.
Previously, extensive studies on cis-regulatory sequences have exploited two ideas: (i)
clustering of transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs); and (ii) conservation of TFBSs
across multiple genomes. However, these two aspects are mostly exploited separately. Re-
cent studies attempted to combine these two signals into one integrated framework, but were
lack of the capability of dealing with the complex evolutionary history of TFBSs. While
functional binding sites are generally under evolutionary constraint, gain or loss of binding
sites happen frequently during evolution [76, 23]. One particularly novel contribution of
this work is to develop the STEMMA model that explicitly models the stochastic process
of binding site gain and loss, so that it is able to identify even partially conserved binding
site. This is especially important when comparing multiple genomes, where partial conser-
vation of binding sites is very common. Applying the STEMMA model to three tasks in
cis-regulatory sequence analysis, we demonstrated the great power of rigorously modeling
the evolution pattern cross multiple genomes and meanwhile obtained interesting insights
of the underlying regulatory program of Drosophila development.
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Chapter 4
Identification of Conserved Gene
Clusters
Spatial clusters of genes conserved across multiple genomes provide important clues to gene
functions and evolution of genome organization. This source of information is orthogonal
to primary sequences of genes and could be exploited to supplement the existing genomic
analysis tools. Therefore, identification of conserved gene clusters across different genomes
has been extensively studied for several problems in comparative genomics [93]: (1) to
predict operons or functional modules [80, 59, 104, 20]; (2) to annotate the uncharacterized
genes, whose functions could be inferred from other genes belonging to the same clusters [52,
121, 58]; (3) to study genome organization and evolution [121, 60, 124]; (4) to reconstruct
species phylogeny from the information in the genomic organization [58].
Our goal here is to develop an efficient algorithm to identify conserved gene clusters in
a large number of genomes. This method advances previous studies by utilizing a rigorous
definition of conserved gene clusters under flexible evolutionary constraints, and meanwhile
offering substantially improved computation power for analysis involving a very large num-
ber number of genomes. In addition, we developed a rigorous statistical evaluation of the
predicted clusters, to distinguish the truly evolutionary constrained gene clusters from those
with shared organization due to common ancestry.
4.1 Related work
There have been a variety of approaches developed for identifying spatial clusters of genes
conserved across species. From a biological perspective, these methods are developed in
the context of detecting homologous regions or identifying functional gene groups, often
operons. Existing methods of identifying these clusters often made restrictive assumptions,
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such as exact conservation of gene order, and relied on heuristic algorithms. Based on the
underlying computational model of conserved gene clusters, these methods fall into three
classes.
Thew first class of methods identify conserved gene clusters as gene strings with identical
order across genomes [80, 121, 110], or based on approximate collinearity in conserved ho-
mologous sequence order [35, 105, 117, 17]. In the studies of detecting homologous regions,
these methods try to “align” the two genome regions being compared, identifying the chain
of homologous sequences that occur in the same order in two regions while penalizing the
gaps between adjacent pairs. The formulation is very similar to the well-known “longest
common subsequence problem”. Therefore, the efficient dynamic programming can be used
with minor modifications. Representative programs are DAGchainer [35], SyMAP [105],
ColinearScan [117] and FISH [17]. The main problem of these approaches is that by en-
forcing order preservation of the homologous sequence segments, the algorithms may miss
many homologous blocks where some “local” rearrangement events or microrearrangments
occur. Previous studies showed that gene order is not always conserved either in duplicated
genomic regions [116] or in syntenic regions [85, 84]. A gene cluster under functional con-
straint may still have experienced internal rearrangement events as long as these events do
not disrupt the functioning of this group [119, 53, 60, 25].
The second type of approaches relaxed the collinearity constraint using a greedy, bottom-
up heuristic, in which larger clusters are built iteratively from smaller clusters. Specifically,
these approaches first identify homologous sequence pairs that are adjacent or very close
to each other in multiple genomes, then progressively merge neighboring pairs to build
larger clusters with conserved organization [59, 92, 123, 95, 87, 126, 120, 115, 84, 15] or
heuristically look ahead a certain chromosome distance to see if additional homologous pairs
can be added to the current cluster without violating the proximity constraint [39, 18, 73].
These procedures alleviate but do not fully solve the problem because under even minor
rearrangements, not all gene pairs of a conserved cluster will remain adjacent. As the
larger clusters are built from neighboring small clusters, the order conservation is in fact
implicitly required, which will be made clear in the following discussion. In addition, these
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studies often rely on heuristic algorithms that concatenate gene pairs by somewhat arbitrary
criteria.
By contrast, a series of papers developed the model of gene teams, also called max-gap
clusters, that relaxed these constraints of earlier methods [11, 45, 58, 63]. Under this model,
a group of genes form a gene team if they remain spatially close in a set of genomes regardless
of the internal order. This model has been successfully applied to predict functional gene
groups and operons [67, 45] and study the evolution of protein families [82]. It basically
intends to tolerate the local events that disrupt the intra-cluster order by focusing on the
overall cluster structure instead of individual gene pairs. Using this model, the concept of
a conserved gene cluster is then precisely defined.
Limitation of the second class of methods is that they may fail to recognize legitimate
clusters when there are some “local” events that disrupt the intra-cluster order. It was
shown that simple greedy approaches by growing from smaller clusters can not guarantee
to find all max-gap clusters [11, 48]. For example, consider the two genomes G1=a*b*c*d
and G2=c*a*d*b, where homologs are indicated by the same character and stars represent
singletons. No matter which gene the algorithm starts, a greedy approach with maximum
one gene insertion will never find the cluster a,b,c,d unless it “looks ahead” all the way
to the end of the genome, in which case it is no longer greedy. It is also not hard to
see that the clusters identified with a purely greedy heuristic are nested to certain extent,
basically containing valid (but not maximal) cluster of smaller size. In the above example,
the cluster a,b,c,d of size four was not found precisely because it did not contain a max-gap
cluster of size three and smaller. Apparently, these greedy heuristics implicitly introduce
some constraints on sequence order within the cluster, hence the rearrangements within a
nested cluster may happen only to a limited degree. This is exactly what the third class of
approaches tried to avoid by defining max-gap cluster allowing arbitrary sequence order as
long as the gaps between remain small.
One major difficulty of the gene team model is its scalability with respect to the number
of genomes. Apparently, using more genomes will increase the power of detecting natural
selection on genomic organization, and provide a more comprehensive picture of genome
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evolution. Indeed, hundreds of prokaryotic and many eukaryotic genomes are currently
available, and given the rapid progress of genome sequencing technology, we expect many
more will come soon. It is thus crucial to have an efficient algorithm that can easily han-
dle dozens of or even hundreds of genomes. Unfortunately, earlier gene team algorithms
are developed based on the ideas of recursive decomposition and pairwise comparison (see
Section 4.2.1), whose computational complexity is exponential to the number of genomes
[11, 45, 67, 58]. Recently, Yang et al. [124] studied gene arrangement of known E. coli oper-
ons in hundreds of bacterial genomes. Several biological insights regarding the evolution
of operons have been found. However, their method did not predict any new conserved
clusters. And since they relied only on known operons, their results may be affected by
ascertainment bias if the goal is to understand the general evolutionary pattern of genomes.
In this thesis, we developed a very efficient algorithm based on the gene teams model.
This allows us to detect conserved gene clusters under flexible evolutionary constraints in
a large number of genomes. Different from the direct generalization of He & Goldwasser’s
algorithm [45] and the heuristic approach by Kim et al. [58], which both follow the “decom-
position and enumeration” framework, we develop a new method which is able to directly
prune subset combinations based on all input genomes. More specifically, we propose a
filtering mechanism that captures the constraints for a valid gene cluster across multiple
genomes, and the pruning is more effective by considering multiple sequences at the same
time.
The importance of evaluating the statistical significance of the results has been well
recognized for this study. However, most empirical studies rely on Monte Carlo sampling to
assess the probability of observing the conserved clustering due to chance [39, 73, 100, 115].
For genomes containing thousands or tens of thousands of genes, the sampling approach is
very expensive as a large size of samples will be needed to estimate the probability of some
rare events. It is also very important to distinguish “phylogenetic inertia”, conservation
of gene clustering due to inadequate time of reshuﬄing genomes, from true evolutionary
constraint because only the later provides functional information [93]. The number of
genomes where a gene group remains clustered has often been used as the criterion for
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defining a conserved cluster [104, 110, 121, 92, 58]. But this is not a very good indicator
of evolutionary constraint since the genomes are not uniformly sampled for sequencing.
For example, two gene clusters conserved in equal numbers of genomes may represent very
different functional constraint, if one of them is only conserved in closely related species.
Despite the benefits of the gene team model as described above, the evaluation of the
significance of prediction has been overlooked or flawed in the existing work based on gene
teams. Few existing studies however, directly address this issue. Some studies only choose a
few species that are distant so that a conserved cluster is likely to represent true constraint
[67, 82]. The current statistical tests for the gene team model also have limitations. The
tests proposed in He et al. [45] and Hoberman et al. [48] compute the probability that the
genes of a cluster appear together by chance if the genome is completely reshuﬄed. This
amounts to essentially assume that the genomes being compared are very distant so that
any shared organization due to common ancestry has been lost. As such, the tests are not
applicable to a larger number of genomes when there is no clear-cut distance. We borrowed
the notion of branch length score (BLS) from the study of regulatory elements [57] to
quantify the evolutionary constraint of gene clusters, taking into account the phylogenetic
tree structure of species.
4.2 The MCMuSec framework
In this thesis, we developed an efficient algorithm that focus only on promising candidate
cluster areas. Basically, we derived the upper bound merging distance for merging smaller
candidate clusters into larger ones guaranteeing not missing any valid max-gap clusters.
This merging distance is small so that there is no need of “looking ahead” all the way to the
end of the genome in order to find all max-gap, therefore our algorithm utilizing this distance
tends to be much more efficient than existing algorithmic approaches. Note, although our
key idea bears some similarity with the concept of candidate generation and verification
from data mining, it is sufficiently different and novel in comparison with existing data
mining algorithms [40, 83] because of the unique nature of our problem.
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4.2.1 The MCMuSec algorithm
MCMuSeC,Max-gapClusters byMutiple SequenceComparison, is our algorithmic frame-
work that computes conserved gene clusters through N -genomes comparison in two phases.
The work by Kim et al. [58] shares a similar goal. Their algorithm is based on the Apriori
heuristic well-known in the field of data mining [1]. In addition to applying the same idea,
our algorithm employs another optimization strategy, which turns out to be crucial for the
efficiency. The details of our algorithm are described below, with a concrete example at
Figure 4.1.
We start with the case of identifying complete max-gap clusters that appear in all M =
minsupp genomes, given the parameters maxgap and minsize. For simplicity, we will call a
group of genes in a genome G as a gene subset. We denote the genomes G1, G2, . . . , GM . At
each step, the algorithm takes subsets S1, S2, . . . , SM (Sm ⊆ Gm) as input, and recursively
performs the decompose and filter procedures. Initially, Sm is set to be the genome Gm for
m = 1, . . . ,M . The decompose procedure is essentially an extension of the HomologyTeam
[45] approach. Specifically, it consists of four steps:
1. Scan M subsets S1, S2, . . . , SM , and remove the genes which do not have a homolog
in all subsets;
2. Sort genes on each subset according to their positions on the chromosome;
3. Break the subset Sm (m = 1, . . . ,M) into several smaller subsets at the positions where
the distance between the flanking neighboring genes exceeds the distance threshold
maxgap. Apparently, these gene pairs certainly can not belong to the same max-gap
cluster;
4. Remove produced subsets whose size is less than minsize.
Let S′m denote the remaining genes on Sm (after uncommon genes being removed in step
1). If none of the input subsets Sm was decomposed, the algorithm outputs S
′
1, . . . , S
′
M as a
complete max-gap cluster. If all genes on Sm are removed for some m, the M input subsets
certainly do not contain a valid gene cluster, and the procedure will terminate with no
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output. Otherwise, any combination of the decomposed smaller subsets will be submitted
to the filter procedure.
Next, we use the filter procedure to quickly eliminate the false combinations which will
not generate any valid gene clusters. Suppose the subset Sm is decomposed into Dm smaller
subsets S1m, S
2
m, . . . , S
Dm
m (m = 1, . . . ,M). A combination (S
d1
1 , S
d2
2 , . . . , S
dM
M ) (where S
dm
m ⊆
Sm, m = 1, . . . ,M) is defined by a composition of M smaller subsets, where the m
th subset
comes from Sm. A brute-force approach would enumerate all such combinations, hence the
complexity is
∏M
m=1Dm. We are able to quickly identify the promising combinations by
leveraging the concept of signatures. Basically, a signature is defined by a certain number
of genes, which might belong to the final resulted cluster. It is not hard to see that if
there exists a valid gene cluster for (S1, S2, . . . , SM ), then there must exist at least minsize
number of gene members conserved in allM subsets. Let’s refer the set of t-gene composition
from Sm to the size-t signatures of Sm. The intuition behind the filtering idea is that, if
we enumerate all size-t signatures (i.e., a set of t genes, t ≤ minsize) for each Sm and
find that a combination has no common size-t signatures, we can immediately discard this
combination since it definitely will not produce any valid gene clusters.
We now discuss how to effectively generate size-t signatures and use them for pruning.
The algorithm computes a set of size-t signatures SIG(Sdmm ) = {sig1, sig2, . . ., sigNUM} for
each obtained subset Sdmm (dm = 1, 2, . . . , Dm), where each sigi consists of t genes from
Sdmm . Note, the value of NUM (i.e., the number of size-t signatures) depends on t, and we
denote it as NUM(t) thereafter. To associate each Sdmm with its signatures, we maintain
a M -way lists Es for each signature s, where the m
th list Es[m] stores the subsets S
dm
m
which generate s. After signatures from each subset are all generated, we check each Es to
identify combinations of subsets with common signatures. That is, for each Es the algorithm
outputs combinations (Sd11 , S
d2
2 , . . . , S
dM
M ), where S
dm
m ∈ Es[m], then recursively apply the
Decompose-Filter algorithm on the generated combinations.
We further observe that it is not necessary to generate all t-gene compositions as size-t
signatures. In Section 4.2.3, we show how to compute and minimize the number of size-t
signatures with theoretical proofs. This optimization can essentially bring two benefits:
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first, the complexity in real computation is reduced; and second, more combinations are
pruned.
Figure 4.1: The Decompose-Filter procedure of MCMuSeC algorithm.
The example is taken from Figure 2.2 with parameters maxgap = 0 and minsize = 2. (a) The
input genomes. (b) The decompose procedure first matches genes between G1 and G2, and removes
non-homologous genes e, f from G1 and u, v from G2 respectively. It identifies two subsets on
G1: S
1
1
= {a, b, c, d} and S2
1
= {g, h}, and two subsets on G2: S12 = {b, d, a, c} and S22 = {h, g}.
That results in total four possible combinations of subsets: (S1
1
, S1
2
), (S1
1
, S2
2
), (S2
1
, S1
2
), (S2
1
, S2
2
).
(c) Suppose t = 2, the filter procedure first generates signatures for all 4 subsets. That is,
SIG(S1
1
) = {(a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, c), (b, d), (c, d)}, SIG(S2
1
) = {(g, h)}, SIG(S1
2
) = {(b, d), (a, b),
(b, c), (a, d), (c, d), (a, c)} and SIG(S2
2
) = {(g, h)}. Then, it groups the subsets by signatures as
shown in the table. The signatures shared by two smaller subsets which come from different original
subsets indicate the subset combination which might lead to valid clusters. (d) The filter procedure
finally submits (S1
1
, S1
2
) and (S2
1
, S2
2
) to the next round of Decompose-Filter iteration. As neither
(S1
1
, S1
2
) nor (S2
1
, S2
2
) is decomposable, the algorithm will output two gene clusters (S1
1
, S1
2
) and
(S2
1
, S2
2
) as the final results.
To generalize to the case where the number of genomes, N ≥ minsupp, we exploit the
Apriori heuristic [40, 58] because the brute-force approach that examines all combinations
of minsupp-genomes is too expensive. We start with M = 2 genomes, and progressively
increase M by including one more genome. A (M + 1)-genome combination is examined
only if the M -genome combination generates some valid gene clusters. At any stage where
no max-gap cluster is generated, we stop adding genomes and the algorithm terminates.
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Notice, when we compute the (M +1)-genome combination (by including a new genome G
to the M -genome combination), we do not submit M original genomes together with the
new genome G to Decompose-Filter. Instead, genes that do not occur in any gene clusters in
the M -genome combination (according to the Apriori computation on the M -genome) are
removed. This strategy enables the decompose procedure to generate much finer subsets,
so that the filter procedure becomes more effective in pruning.
4.2.2 Outline of the Decompose-Filter algorithm
The pseudocode of the Decompose-Filter method is outlined in Algorithm 1. Lines 1-5
summarize the decompose component, lines 7-16 show the filter component, and line 17 is
the recursive call. We briefly explain the algorithm line by line. Line 1 decomposes the
input subsets using the decomposition steps 1-4. Line 2-5 checks the decomposition results.
Basically, If none of the input subsets is decomposed, it is a valid gene cluster. If some
subsets do not share any gene with others, there is no valid gene cluster. For each obtained
subset after decomposition, line 8-11 compute signatures and insert each signature in a
hash-table (using signature as the key). After all subsets are processed, line 13-14 check all
signatures in the hash-table. If a signature is shared by subsets from all M genomes, the
combinations of M subsets (one comes from each of the M genomes) associated with this
signature are enumerated and further processed (in line 17). Since a decomposed subset
generates multiple signatures, it is possible that one combination of M smaller subsets is
associated with multiple signatures. Lines 15-16 use another hash-table to avoid duplicate
computations.
4.2.3 Minimize NUM(t) for a given t
Suppose (C1, C2, . . . , CM ) is a valid gene cluster, and Cm is part of subset Sm.
Theorem 1. Let Cm (m = 1, . . . ,M) be an ordered sequence of a set of genes {g1, g2, . . . , gK}
(hence Cms are permutations of each other), and let pm(gi) be the index of gi on Cm (m =
1, . . . ,M and i = 1, . . . ,K). For any 1 ≤ t ≤ K, there must exist t genes g′1, g′2, . . . , g′t, such
that for any Cm (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M), |max1≤i≤t pm(g′i)−min1≤i≤t pm(g′i)| ≤ ⌊ (t−1)
1
M (K−1)
K
1
M −(t−1)
1
M
⌋.
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Algorithm 1 The Decompose-Filter algorithm
DecompFilter(S1, S2, . . . , SM )
Parameters: maxgap, minsize, t (signature size)
1: Decompose Sm (1 ≤ m ≤M) into Dm sub-subsets
D(Sm) = {S1m, S2m, . . . , SDmm } ;
2: if (Sm is not decomposed, for all 1 ≤ m ≤M)
3: Output S′1, S
′
2, . . . , S
′
M ;
//S′m is the set of remaining genes of Sm after gene removing
4: else if (∃m such that Dm = 0)
5: Return;
6: else
7: for each Sdmm ∈ D(Sm) (1 ≤ m ≤M)
8: Compute size t signature set SIG(Sdmm , t);
9: for each sig ∈ SIG(Sdmm , t);
10: Find an entry Esig in a hashtable H using sig as the key;
11: Insert Sdmm into Esig[m]; //E is a M-way lists
12: for each sig in H
13: if (|Esig[m]| > 0 for all 1 ≤ m ≤M)
//Esig is the entry associated to sig
14: for each candidate (Sd11 , S
d2
2 , . . . , S
dM
M )
such that Sdmm ∈ Esig[m]
15: if ((Sd11 , S
d2
2 , . . . , S
dM
M ) /∈ P ) //P is a hash-table
16: Insert (Sd11 , S
d2
2 , . . . , S
dM
M ) into P ;
17: DecompFilter(Sd11 , S
d2
2 , . . . , S
dM
M ).
Proof. Suppose the mention of {g1, g2, . . . , gK} onGm is an ordered sequence of gm1 , gm2 , . . . , gmK .
We use a moving window (from left to right) with size u, and extractK−u+1 subsequences,
where the ith subsequence is ssim = {gmi , gmi+1, . . . , gmi+u−1}. Let the set of these subsequences
for Gm be SSm, and let CardS = {∩Mm=1ssm|∀ ssm ∈ SSm}. For any c ∈ CardS, |c| is the
number of matched genes. Let maxc∈CardS |c| = T . We now derive the upper bound of u
with respect to T .
Note in SSm, g
m
1 and g
m
K each only appear in one window (i.e., in ss
1
m = {gm1 , gm2 , . . . , gmu }
and ssK−u+1m = {gmK−u+1, . . . , gmK}, respectively); gm2 and gmK−1 each appear in two windows;
and so on. All genes between gmu and g
m
K−u+1 appear in exactly u windows. In order to
make the number of appearance of each gene at least u, we duplicate ss1m and ss
K−u+1
m u−1
times in SSm. Let the new set which contains duplicate windows be SS
′
m, and let CardS
′ =
{∩Mm=1ssm|∀ ssm ∈ SS′m}. Clearly,
∑
c∈CardS′ |c| ≤ T |CardS′| = T
∏M
m=1 |SS′m| = T (K +
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u− 1)M .
On the other hand, each gene gi appears in at least u windows, and the number of
matches w.r.t. gi is at least u
M . Thus, the number of total gene matches is at least KuM .
We have,
T (K + u− 1)M ≥ KuM
and consequently,
u ≤ ⌊T
1
M (K − 1)
K
1
M − T 1M
⌋
.
Given t, Let u = 1 + ⌊ (t−1)
1
M (K−1)
K
1
M −(t−1)
1
M
⌋, and form ssim and CardS. We claim that there is
some c ∈ CardS such that |c| ≥ t. If not, then |c| ≤ t−1 for all c ∈ CardS, and then above
inequality (on u) holds with T replaced by t− 1, contradicting our choice of u.
Suppose {g′1, g′2, . . . , g′t} ⊆ c. We have |max1≤i≤t pm(g′i) − min1≤i≤t pm(g′i)| ≤ u − 1 =
⌊ (t−1)
1
M (K−1)
K
1
M −(t−1)
1
M
⌋ for all 1 ≤ m ≤M .
We notate w(t,M,K) = ⌊ (t−1)
1
M (K−1)
K
1
M −(t−1)
1
M
⌋ thereafter. Notice, when t = 1, essentially every
single gene is a signature. Theorem 1 indicates one necessary condition for a valid gene
cluster which consists of K genes. For instance, suppose M = 2. For a gene cluster with
K genes C = {g1, g2, . . . , gK}, no matter how these genes are permutated on C1 and C2,
there must exist two genes which span at most w(2, 2,K) = ⌊√K⌋ + 1 positions on both
genomes. In other words, there are at most w(2, 2,K) − 1 = ⌊√K⌋ genes (from C1, C2)
placed between them on both C1 and C2. If there is not any pair of genes satisfying this
condition, C1 and C2 can not be a valid gene cluster, and thus can be pruned.
Theorem 1 specifies a necessary condition on the relative positions of genes within the
valid gene cluster C, given the cluster size is known. However, because initially the target
gene cluster C is unknown, the algorithm can not directly apply this condition on input
subsets to prune the subsets that are unlikely to produce any valid gene clusters. In the
following, we show how to extend the pruning condition to the gene distance on the input
subsets.
Suppose Cm is a gene cluster on subset Sm, and the order of genes on Sm is Cm =
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{gm1 , gm2 , . . ., gmK}. As any valid gene cluster satisfies the maxgap threshold, the distance
between any two adjacent (e.g., gmi and gmi+1 on Cm) genes is up-bounded by maxgap.
Based on this, one can derive an upper bound distance between any two genes gmi and gmj
(i < j).
More specifically, given a subset S and a gene g ∈ S, let rightset(g, S) = {g′ ∈
S, g′.START ≥ g.START,distance(g, g′) ≤ maxgap} be the set of genes (to the right of g)
reachable by g within onemaxgap, among which rightmost(g, S) = argmaxg′∈rightset(g,S) distance(g, g
′)+
g′.SIZE defines the gene that is the most far away from g. To derive the upper bound dis-
tance between two genes within a valid gene cluster, we further define RMw(e, S) recursively
(with respect to w) as follows:
RMw(g, S) =


g if w = 0
rightmost(RMw−1(g, S), S) if w ≥ 1
For instance, in Figure 2.2, let S = {a, b, c, d, e} ⊆ G1. RM1(a, S) = b and RM2(a, S) = c.
Consequently, we can define the distance from g to the rightmost reachable gene (with
respect to w) as
MDw(e, S) =


maxgap if w = 0
distance(e,RMw(e, S)) if w ≥ 1
+ RMw(e, S).SIZE +maxgap
Given any two genes gmi and gmj on Cm, gmj can be as far as the (j − i)th rightmost gene
from gmi . Hence, the upper bound distance between gmi and gmj is MD
j−i(gmi , Sm). Now,
the Theorem 2 natually comes as follows.
Theorem 2. Let Sm’s (m = 1, . . . ,M) be a combination of M subsets, one from each of
the input genomes. For any t ≥ 1, if there exists a conserved gene cluster with size ≥ t
among Sm’s, then there must exist t genes g
′
1, g
′
2, . . . , g
′
t, such that ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}:
(1) {g′1, g′2, . . . , g′t} ⊆ Sm;
(2) distance(gml , gmr) ≤ MDw(t,M,|Sm|)(gml , Sm), where gml (gmr) is the left (right) most g′i
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(i = 1, . . . , t) on Sm, and w(t,M, |Sm|) is defined in Theorem 1.
Proof. Theorem 1 derives the upper bound distance of the farthest two genes gml and
gmr on the gene cluster Cm ∈ Sm, which is w(t,M, |Sm|). That is, p(gmr) − p(gml) ≤
w(t,M, |Sm|), where p(gm) is the index of gene gm on Cm. Therefore, distance(gml , gmr) ≤
MDw(t,M,|Sm|)(gml , Sm).
Typically, for t genes St = {g′1, g′2, . . . , g′t} ∈ Sm, we call St.ID of a size-t signature. For
simplicity, we replace condition (2) in Theorem 2 by a boolean function span such that
span(St;Sm) = span({g′1, g′2, . . . , g′t};Sm) = true, if and only if condition (2) in Theorem 2
holds. The complete set of size-t signatures generated from Sm is therefore SIG(Sm, t) =
{St.ID|St ⊆ Sm, span(St;Sm) = true}.
4.2.4 Statistical assessment of the predicted clusters
In general, we do not know the correct value of minsupp and a more fundamental difficulty
is that the number of genomes where a cluster appears may not be a good measure of
evolutionary constraint. This issue is recognized by Zheng et al. [126], who developed
a statistical measure of conservation for gene pairs, taking into account the phylogenetic
relationship among species. Their measure is similar to Branch Length Score (BLS ), initially
proposed for regulatory motif prediction [57]. The intuition of BLS is that the longer
evolutionary time a cluster is conserved, the more likely it is under constraint. We adopted
BLS for our evaluation of evolutionary constraints on gene clusters. We note that despite
the similarity of the statistical measure, the work by Zheng et al. [126] is based on pairs of
genes and thus suffers from the problem of allowing few changes inside clusters, as discussed
before.
The BLS value of a conserved gene cluster is defined as the total length of all branches
of the phylogenetic tree where the cluster is conserved. The BLS value of a conserved gene
cluster is defined as the total length of all branches of the phylogenetic tree where the cluster
is conserved.
One problem of the above approach is multiple hypothesis testing. Each cluster is tested
for its statistical significance, but many clusters are tested simultaneously, so some form of
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correction of multiple hypothesis testing will be needed. This is particularly a problem for
large clusters as the number of possible large clusters from a genome is large. We adopted
some form of Bonferroni correction. Under this scheme, the p-value cutoff should be equal
to 0.05 divided by the number of hypothesis tested. We notice that under maxgap = 2 (the
default setting), to form a size-k cluster from a cluster of size (k − 1), a new gene can be
added in 3 possible positions with distance to the nearest gene equal to 0, 1 or 2 respectively,
therefore, the number of clusters (also hypothesis to be tested) of size k is three times the
number of clusters of size (k − 1). So our strategy is: for small clusters (size less than or
equal to 5) we use p-value 0.05 as cutoff, and when the cluster size is increased by one, we
will reduce the p-value threshold by 1/3.
4.3 Identifying conserved gene clusters in bacterial genomes
We applied our algorithm in 133 bacterial genomes, downloaded from NCBI’s Genome As-
sembly/Annotation Projects FTP site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria/).
The homologous relationship of genes is based on COG (Clusters of Orthologous Groups)
annotation [111]. That is, all genes annotated with the same COG would be considered as
homologs. We used the phylogenetic tree from [19] for assessing the statistical significance
of the predicted clusters. The length of a branch is measured by the average number of
nucleotide substitutions in that branch.
4.3.1 Discovery of conserved gene clusters in 133 bacterial genomes
We first compared the computational performance of our algorithm (MCMuSeC) with the
algorithm, Mcgs, by [58]. The Mcgs algorithm is also based on the gene team formulation,
but applies different ideas for speeding up computation. The earlier gene team algorithms,
GeneTeams [11] and HomologyTeams [45], have running time exponential to the number of
genomes, thus cannot even be tested under our setting. Experiments were conducted on a
Linux Server with 2.2GHz AMD Opeteron Processor and 32GB RAM.
Figure 4.2 shows the performance of the two algorithms. At the small value of minsupp
(3 in this case), both methods seem to scale well with respect to the number of input genomes
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Figure 4.2: Computational performance of MCMuSeC and Mcgs.
(a) Execution time vs. the number of input genomes N , with maxgap = 200 base pairs, minsize =
2, minsupp = 3; (b) Execution time vs. minsupp, with N = 100, maxgap = 200 base pairs,
minsize = 2.
N , when N is relatively small. However the computation time of Mcgs increases much faster
than MCMuSeC when N gets larger (Figure 4.2(a)). For instance, at N = 133, Mcgs took
more than 36 hours, while our method only needed 7 minutes. At larger values of minsupp,
as shown in Figure 4.2(b), two methods perform dramatically different. For minsupp ≥ 4,
Mcgs was even not able to finish the computation in 7 days, while MCMuSeC generated
results in less than 8 minutes. We also observed similar patterns under different settings
of maxgap (data not shown). Our algorithm applies two techniques for optimization: the
filter procedure, and the Apriori heuristic, while Mcgs only exploit the Apriori idea. Our
results suggest the combination of the two optimization techniques is extremely effective in
reducing the computational cost.
We note that we only compare the computational efficiency of MCMuSeC with Mcgs,
but not accuracy of the two programs, because both are based on the same gene team for-
mulation and will generate identical results with the same input and parameter settings. On
the other hand, the results from MCMuSeC will be subject to further statistical evaluation
and the insignificant clusters will be filtered out. Such statistical procedure is not available
in Mcgs.
We identified gene clusters in N = 133 genomes under the setting: minsize = 2,
maxgap = 2 gene insertions and minsupp = 3. This parameter setting is based, to some
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extent, on early empirical studies [121, 58]. Most importantly, unlike these earlier studies,
we will use the statistical evaluation procedure to choose the truly functional clusters, rather
than depend on knowing the accurate values of these parameters.
4.3.2 Functional characterization of conserved gene clusters in E. coli
We found a total of 32,825 gene clusters, among which we further extracted 370 statistically
significantly (p < 0.05) conserved clusters occurring at E. coli K12. Notice that the results
from the MCMuSeC algorithm may contain overlapped clusters. For example, three genes
A, B and C may form a conserved cluster in some genomes, but A, B and another gene D
may also form a conserved cluster in another set of genomes. To address this redundancy,
we construct a set of disjoint clusters from the model organism E. coli. From all predicted
clusters from the analysis of 133 genomes that are also statistically significant, we first
sorted them by their significance. In the order of decreased significance, we checked each
predicted cluster. If the current cluster does not overlap with any previously identified E.
coli clusters, we will add it to the current set of E. coli clusters. Otherwise, we will discard
this cluster and continue on the next one. We used these 370 extracted clusters in all the
subsequent experiments except the last one.
We would suspect that the genes of a conserved cluster are functionally related. We
used the 22 functional categories of COGs in NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/
grace/fiew.cgi), as our annotation of the corresponding genes. We measure the functional
coherence of a gene cluster as the p-value of the hypergeometric test that assesses enrichment
of a functional category in the genes of that cluster. Figure 4.3(a) displays the distribution
of this measure from all clusters. For comparison, we also drew the distribution of a set of
size-matched gene clusters randomly sampled from the E. coli genome. Our identified gene
clusters are much more likely to share the same function than the random clusters. For
example, there are 223 out of 370 clusters enriched with certain functional category with
p-value ≤ 0.01. These results strongly suggest that our method is indeed an effective way
of recovering functionally related genes.
We then compared our identified gene clusters with 650 experimentally validated multi-
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Figure 4.3: Functions of conserved gene clusters in E. coli.
(a) Statistical significance of the cluster’s consensus category, defined by the p-value of hypergeo-
metric test, for predicted clusters (filled bars) and random clusters (open bars); (b) Operon coverage
of conserved gene clusters in E. coli. Operon coverage of a gene cluster is defined as the number of
known operons from RegulonDB that overlap with this cluster.
gene operons in E. coli from RegulonDB [94]. We first tested to what extent clustering of
known operons is conserved. We extracted the occurrences of the known operons in the
above 133 genomes, and applied the same statistical assessment as we did before. Among
650 multi-gene operons, 192 (30%) operons are conserved with p-value ≤ 0.05. This lack of
strong conservation of operons is consistent with earlier studies using a much smaller set of
genomes [53].
Next, for each of the 370 conserved clusters in E. coli, we define its “operon-coverage”
as the number of known operons that overlap with this cluster. We plotted the histogram
of “operon-coverage” in Figure 4.3(b). 173 gene clusters match exactly to single known
operons, but there are also a substantial portion of conserved clusters that cover two or more
operons. This pattern is consistent with the notion of “uber-operons” spanning possibly
multiple adjacent operons, proposed earlier by other researchers [60]. There are 18 gene
clusters that are not covered by any of the known multi-gene operons (Table 4.1). As an
indication that these clusters are likely under functional constraints, we found that nine of
them had a consensus category (not including the category R). We examined one of the
remaining clusters consisting of five genes yraL, yraM, yraN, diaA and yraP. This cluster
is conserved across 15 genomes with BLS 1.343. The exact arrangement of this cluster,
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including gene order and orientation, is identical among all its occurrences. This high
level of conservation strongly suggests that this cluster is under purifying selection for its
organization. Among the five genes, yraM and yraP are both lipoproteins involved in
outer membrane integrity and essential for cell growth [2, 79]. The gene diaA is known to
be important for DNA replication [56], and the gene yraN is annotated with COG 0792,
“predicted endonuclease distantly related to archaeal Holliday junction resolvase”. It is
thus possible that this cluster represents related genes with a function in cell division.
Interestingly, the first gene in the cluster, yraL, has a different orientation than other genes,
thus, this cluster is apparently not a single unit of transcription.
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Table 4.1: Novel predicted clusters.
E. coli genes aG BLS bp-value cConsensus category
ydbK, ldhA 4 4.290 5.00 · 10−3 C: Energy production and conversion
yraL, yraM, yraN, diaA, yraP 15 1.343 8.47 · 10−3 R: General function prediction only
cusS, cusR 86 16.697 1.81 · 10−2 T: Signal transduction mechanisms
queC, cof, ybaO 8 4.146 2.28 · 10−2 R: General function prediction only
aat, infA, clpA, clpS, cspD 6 0.555 2.28 · 10−2 N.A.
mdtK, ribC, cfa, ydhB, purR 7 0.149 2.39 · 10−2 N.A.
purL, yfhK, yfhA 7 0.708 3.01 · 10−2 F: Nucleotide transport and metabolism
insJ, insK 45 12.773 3.05 · 10−2 L: Replication, recombination and repair
yqeF, kduD, lysR 14 2.203 3.18 · 10−2 I: Lipid transport and metabolism
uidR, hdhA 40 11.471 3.55 · 10−2 N.A.
yjgI, yjgJ 40 11.471 3.55 · 10−2 N.A.
mrp, metG 19 1.855 3.79 · 10−2 N.A.
gsk, ybaL, ybaK, ybaP, copA 8 0.149 3.83 · 10−2 P: Inorganic ion transport and metabolism
ygeW, ygeY, yqeA 8 1.375 4.00 · 10−2 E: Amino acid transport and metabolism
yqjF, yqjG, yhaJ 8 1.573 4.03 · 10−2 N.A.
fabA, ycbZ, ycbG, ompA, sulA 6 0.113 4.68 · 10−2 N.A.
iclR, metH 8 1.394 4.86 · 10−2 E: Amino acid transport and metabolism
aldB, yiaY 38 9.045 4.87 · 10−2 C: Energy production and conversion
The novel predicted clusters are the ones whose gene members do not appear in the 650 known multi-gene operons
from RegulonDB. The functional category code is based on COG.
aNumber of supporting genomes
bStatistical significance of the cluster based on empirical distribution of BLS
cThe consensus category of a cluster is defined by the functional category whose enrichment p-value ≤ 0.05.
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Overall, our results demonstrate that operons play an important but not exclusive role
of determining the evolution of gene arrangement. The fact that we were able to predict
novel clusters with possibly related functions supports the utility of our method to discover
new relationship among known genes. It is important to note that E. coli is an extensively
studied model organism, thus it is not surprising that relatively little new biology can
be learned. When studying genomes of less characterized organisms, we expect that our
program will be much more useful.
4.3.3 Organizational features of conserved gene clusters in E. coli
We next sought to characterize the organizational features of the conserved gene clusters:
how often are they transcribed in the same direction? And how often is the gene order
changed during evolution? For each cluster, we first calculate the percentage of genes
transcribed in each of the two strands, then we define the orientation bias of this cluster as
the difference of the two percentages (the absolute value). It is 0 if there are equal numbers
of genes in both strands and 1 if all genes are in the same strand. We found 254 out of
370 (68%) gene clusters within which all genes showed the same orientation (Figure 4.4(a)),
suggesting a strong effect of gene co-regulation. Still, this percentage is much smaller than
that based solely on operons. In a recent study [124], it was found that in 92% of time, the
orthologous genes of an E. coli operon had the same orientation in other genomes.
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Figure 4.4: Organizational features of conserved gene clusters in E. coli.
(a) Distribution of orientation bias of gene clusters, see text for definition of orientation bias; (b)
Distribution of percentage of conserved neighboring pairs of gene clusters.
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We also studied how gene orders are preserved across genomes. For each conserved
gene cluster, we computed the percentage of adjacent gene pairs (in E. coli) that remain
adjacent in another genome where the cluster occurs. Based on this measure, it is clear
that an overwhelmingly large proportion of gene order is preserved (Figure 4.4(b)). Fur-
thermore, among all 370 clusters, 239 (64%) have fully conserved spatial arrangement. One
previous study on the rearrangements of operons [124] showed 84.8% of all operons had
perfectly conserved arrangements. Thus, the two studies were largely consistent in proving
the tendency of gene order conservation. On the other hand, the extent of conservation is
significantly lower in our estimation.
We believe the analysis we presented here avoids the ascertainment bias problem created
by using only known operons [124], and is thus more relevant to the study of the general
patterns of genome evolution. Overall, our results support that conserved gene clusters tend
to have uniform (in terms of orientation) and highly conserved organization. Note that in
defining and identifying the conserved clusters, we put no requirement on gene orientations,
and no constraint on the internal order of genes within a cluster, Therefore our observation
does not come from the putative bias from our definition. On the other hand, it is clear
that genes in a cluster are not always on the same strand, and small changes of gene order
are tolerated in evolution. These findings support our gene team model, which allows more
flexible structure than earlier ones, and confirm that there are forces other than operons
that influence the evolution of genome organization.
4.3.4 Prediction of functional categories of uncharacterized COGs
One very important application of genomic context analysis is to annotate the uncharacter-
ized genes, whose functions can be inferred from other genes belonging to the same cluster
[80, 121, 58]. From the highly conserved clusters identified from all 133 bacterial genomes
(not just those mapped to E. coli), we extracted 88 clusters in which more than 70% genes
shared the same category code and at least one gene was annotated with COG in category
R (General function prediction only) or S (Function unknown). For each cluster, the most
frequent category code was used to predict the poorly characterized COGs. Table 4.2 lists
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10 most conserved gene clusters (ranked by p-value of the BLSs) among the 88 predictions.
A previous study of bacterial genomes also predicted functions of COGs based on genomic
context conservation [121]. Among their predictions, only 14 overlapped with ours, so we
had 69 completely novel predictions. Note that there are two important differences between
our study and that by Wolf et al. [121]: first, gene order of a cluster must be fully conserved
in their study; second, they did not provide a rigorous statistical evaluation of their predic-
tions. In fact, any “conserved gene string” that appeared in more than three genomes, a
somewhat arbitrary cutoff, was used for their prediction.
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Table 4.2: Fucntional predictions of uncharacterized COGs from 10 most conserved gene clusters
COG Current COG functional an-
notation
Predicted function category BLS ap-value bEvidence
3383 Uncharacterized anaerobic dehy-
drogenase
C: Energy production and conversion 1.713 0.0 11/12
1422 Predicted membrane protein J: Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 2.336 0.0 8/9
c2001 Uncharacterized protein con-
served in bacteria
M: Cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis 4.911 0.0 8/9
4674 Uncharacterized ABC-type trans-
port system, ATPase component
E: Amino acid transport and metabolism 4.578 1.9 · 10−3 4/5
1556 Uncharacterized conserved pro-
tein
C: Energy production and conversion 4.325 3.0 · 10−3 4/5
c2106 Uncharacterized conserved pro-
tein
J: Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 1.707 3.3 · 10−3 4/5
0316 Uncharacterized conserved pro-
tein
C: Energy production and conversion 1.053 3.6 · 10−3 5/6
1738 Uncharacterized conserved pro-
tein
H: Coenzyme transport and metabolism 1.612 3.6 · 10−3 4/5
c1460 DNA-directed RNA polymerase,
subunit F
J: Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 1.143 4.3 · 10−3 4/5
3943 Virulence protein V: Defense mechanisms 5.564 4.3 · 10−3 3/4
aStatistical significance of the cluster based on empirical distribution of BLS
b
m/n: m out of n genes of the cluster are annotated with the consensus category
cAlso predicted by [121]
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4.4 Discussion
We developed a very efficient algorithm of identifying conserved gene clusters in a large
number of genomes. Compared with other methods in this area, our scheme would allow
one to detect and characterize genes clusters that are under evolutionary constraint but
still have undergone some minor rearrangements. As earlier researchers pointed out [60,
93] and our study showed, such “conservative rearrangements” are not uncommon, and
may be important in fine-tuning the expression pattern of the genes in different species
[86]. Our statistical method allows one to detect the gene clusters truly constrained by
selection pressures from those with shared organization due to common ancestry. It has
been recognized that the distinction between the two causes is crucial for utilizing the power
of conserved genomic organization to make functional predictions [93], yet most existing
methods did not treat the problem in a rigorous way.
We also point out the statistical method is particularly important for the gene team
model we and other researchers have used. By relaxing the condition of clustering, this
model may increase the false positive predictions comparing with earlier methods that re-
quire exact conservation of gene order. Our statistical test guards against this possibility by
filtering out the predictions that are not conserved for significantly long time. In summary,
we believe that a relaxed notion of clustering and a rigorous statistical test constitute the
optimal strategy for identifying gene clusters that are likely functional.
In this study, we focused on E. coli, but the conserved clusters from other bacterial
species have actually been computed (available in our website). Thus we expect our results
would be a good source of data for further analysis. More generally, it has been shown
that genome organization, including operon structure, plays an important role in gene
regulation in eukaryotic species [61, 106, 6, 7]. Thus our computational tool, formulated
and developed in a general framework, will facilitate the study of genome evolution in more
complex organisms.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Comparative genomics has been proven to be an extremely useful tool to reveal the evo-
lutionary forces and to infer functional genomic elements. With the next generation of
sequencing technology, a huge number of genomes are or will be sequenced in the coming
few years. This provides a golden opportunity for researchers who develop comparative
genomics applications. The tools I developed in this thesis, I believe, will allow biologists
to better harness the power of comparative genomics. Specifically, I make the following
contributions.
1. I developed a computational framework STEMMA to infer cis-regulatory programs of
genes. Our method is both statistically rigorous and biologically realistic. It defines a
stochastic model for the evolution of entire CRMs, with its highlight being a rigorous
model of the commonly observed loss and gain of binding sites during evolution. It also
defines a novel theoretical treatment of the within TFBS indels, which are produced by
imperfect sequence alignment. The equilibrium assumption of the ancestor sequence
tightly integrates the spatial and temporal aspects of the CRM evolutionary model.
A great number of programs exist for cis-regulatory analysis, but few of them are
capable of extracting cis-regulatory information from large genomic regions in higher
organisms. Our method is a substantial improvement over existing ones, by using the
hierarchical HMM to model both the CRM and non-CRM sequences.
2. I developed a generic computational procedure for analyzing the underlying cis-
regulatory programs for gene with any common specific expression patterns. This
procedure consists of two major steps: (i) motif selection, that is to identify the set
of regulatory motifs for a specific expression pattern given a comprehensive library of
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motif profiles; and (ii) CRM prediction, that is to decode the CRM regions targeted
by a known set of regulatory motifs. As with the advent of high-throughput methods
for assembling motif dictionaries, such as ChIP [62] and protein binding microarrays
[10], the task of motif selection alone becomes a critical step toward understanding
of the cis-regulatory mechanism. I applied this computation framework to analysis
of the cis-regulatory programs for the Drosophila embryo development, and obtained
very interesting and novel insights.
3. I developed an algorithm to solve the problem of detecting conserved gene clusters
across many genomes. This algorithm is vastly more efficient than the nearest prede-
cessors and makes large-scale analysis feasible. I also developed a rigorous statistical
method to detect the gene clusters truly constrained by selection pressures from those
with shared organization due to common ancestry by incorporating the evolutionary
relationship among genomes, which has been missing in most previous studies. Ap-
plication of this algorithm reveals insights on gene group evolution in bacterial and
suggests novel functional annotation of genes.
My thesis work has opened up research in several directions, of which the most inter-
esting ones are:
1. Improvement of STEMMA. The main problem of applying STEMMA in prac-
tice is the choice of negative control sequences, which are used for assessing motif
enrichment in the input set of genes. We explored two options: random genes and
shuﬄing of motifs. Each approach suffers from certain bias. How to come up with
better control would be an immediate problem. Next, STEMMA relies on a motif
library, instead of performing de novo motif discovery. This design choice reflects our
belief that comprehensive motif libraries are increasingly more common. However,
given the wide use of de novo motif discovery tools, creating a version of STEMMA
that learns motifs automatically may be practically very useful. Since STEMMA uti-
lizes the power of comparative genomics with a realistic evolution model, it is very
likely that the motif discovery tool based on STEMMA will improve state-of-the-art
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algorithms.
2. Biological discoveries with STEMMA. We applied STEMMA to the analysis of
BDGP gene expression of Drosophila. This analysis, however, is severely limited by
the availability of a small number of TF motifs and the relatively low motif quality.
We are interested in applications where a large collection of high-quality motifs are
available. For example, the analysis of developmental gene expression data of human
or mouse would be a very exciting application.
3. More ways of mining comparative genomic data. Developing other creative
ways of mining genome sequence data, probably in a large scale is also an interest-
ing research direction. This is made possible by the growing number of sequenced
genomes. One such possibility is to extract regulatory elements that co-evolve across
many species. This pattern may suggest the functional connection of regulatory ele-
ments and help reconstruct regulatory networks. When additional functional genomic
data, such as gene expression profiles, are available, more interesting analysis could
be done. For instance, we could analyze simultaneously the upstream sequence and
expression data of one gene, and extract the sequence elements whose pattern of
presence correlates with how expression changes across species. These elements are
candidate sequences that regulate gene expression.
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